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PREFACE

The Sixth Westen Symposium on Learning brought together specialists in
the fields of educattomr linguistics and psychology to discuss the relationships
between language and reading. Philip S. Dale of the University of Washington
began the Symposium with an overview of language and reading. It was argued
that the comprehension of both spoken and written language depend on fairly
complex internal processes which develop over a number of years and that are
influenced little by external reinforCement. The implication from a theory of
internal reinforcement was that children should be given material to hear and to
read that is Just beyond their own level. Additional points were that reading
draws on language development `awl that language development itself also draws
on reading.

Xenneth S. Goodman of Wayne State "university suggested that a significant
reason for lack of progress in developing effective instructibnaktechniques in
reading is the absetuse of a clear view of the reading process. In his paper,
Goodman presents a revised model which, although not yet finished, does pre-
sent a usable conception of the reading process. For Goodman, reading is
pri .infirily a task of constructing meaning. As the reader constructs meaning,
Goodman suggests that he moveis sequentially through four cynles--optical,
perceptual, syntactic, and meaning.

Frank Smith of the Ontario institute for Studies in Educationdiscussed the
importance of reclIction in reading and in learning to read. He 'defines predic-
tion as "the pfor elimination of unlikely alternatives" and-argues that predic-
tion in readin is necessary because: (1) words have -multiple meanings; (2)
spelling doeI not indicate pronunciation; (3) there is a limit on the amount of
visual information that the brain can process; and (4) short-term memory has a
Urnited capacitP. It was suggested that prediction enables the reader to over-
come these difficulties. Smith expiable that prediction is characteristic of
fluent reading and is essential hylearning to read. Condition:1 necessary.for
prediction tO occur 1l5 a result of classroom instruction are presented and dis-
ciissed. These include using meaningful materialird allowing the freedom to
woke mistakes.

Roger Shuy of Georgetown University and the Center for Applied Linguis-.
tics presents tediscussion of linguistics as related to reading and learning to 41

read. He argues that incomplete conceAs of linguistics have limited the con-
tribition of linguistics to reading. He suggests that other aspects of linguistics
--the =Art notable of which is pragmatics--offer insights into the reading
process. Pragmatics is that aspect of linguistics "...generally concerned with
the broadeirrole of context as it Is ?elated to the beliefs and attitudes of the
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participants in-a communication event." Shuy suggests that pragmatics or
"pragmatic context" is most crucial in more advanced stages of reading. In
beginning reading, pragmatic context is available, to the reader-but-plays a rela-
tively less crucial role. A knowledge of pragm4ics--a knowledge about lan-
guage and its use in the real world-7may be necessary for fluent reading. He
explores ways in which pragmatics can be of help to a readet offers some
suggestions for the teaching of reading.

Whenever educators consider the adoption of some form of bilingual edu-
cation, they must decide in what order they will sequence the introduction of in-
struction in the mother tongue and in the second language; and furthermore in
what order they will sequence"the introduction of-reading in the two languages
to obtain optimal results in their particulairsfAiolinguistic setting. In his
paper, G. Richard Tucker of McGill U nive rs ity briefly describes four very dif-

, . ferent types of bilingual education programs and then reports the results of a
recently completed analysis of the development, over eight years, of reading
skills in English and in French within the context of a bilingual program for
English-speaking youngsters in Montreal.

The Symposium was held on October 31 and November 1, 1974 and was
attended by people from Canada, the United States and the Mariana Islands.
The editors are grateful to a number of peoPle who helped make the Symposium
possible. Professor Paul Woodring presided over the Symposium and intro-
duced the speakers for each of we presentations appearing in this book.. Dean
Arnold Gallegos introduced Kenneth S. Goodman and Frank Smith to an audience
of public school personnel for a special session on November 2. H. 0. Beldin
and George Lamb of the Education Department and Frances Aboud, Pete Elich,
Fred Grote, Marcia Lippman and Pete Pielstlick of the Psychology Depaitment
very kindly contributed time/F om their other duties to assist with imPortant
details, Helen Bruns and Carolyn Iuller took charge of correspondence, book-
keeping and other frustrating business matters essential to the Symposium's
development.

Bellingham, Washington
May, 1975
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READING AND LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT:
SOME COMPARISONS AND AoPERS.PECTIVE

, Philip S. Dale

Surely reading, and the learning and teaching "Of reading, are the most in-
tensively studied processes in all of education. Nevertheless, there are, I
think, Just two overwhelmingly important facts about learning to read. First,
many children--perhaps most--do learn to read, mid their success seems to, be

'rather independent of the particular "method" used; Of course, for many of
ttese the statement is irue because they come to school already knowingquite a

',bit about reading. .But many more Will make it ortthe basis (Albeit. school ex-
perience. The second fact is that maw children--itis impossible to.be precise
about numbers, but, say a fourth-7will have difficulty in learning to read, and
their problems or even failure seems to be rather independent of the particular
method used.

It seems to me that one can roughly categorize people Interested in read-,
ing in terms of whether they find the first or the second fact more impressive.
Sometimes, wile; reading an article about leading which emphasizes the success
and flOency of many readers, one can forget the problems and failures; and
vice versa. But bbth facts are theiv--equally,important, equally surprising,
equally stubborn.

This morning I would him to consider the relationship between language
development and learning,to riled. I suppope one's attitude toward the relevance
of language developmentfor understandinglreading follows from one's -choice
from the two facts. Language acquisition is the success story of development;
it is perhaps the most impressive achievement of human development, yet in
.nearly all cases it is vltually effortless. So it must seem more relevant for (I
those impressed y the heccesse S in reading than to those impressed by the

'''problems. But lithink it is relevant for both. . ,

MY oommeits are organized arotind three topics:, first, a genei om-
parison of language development and learning to read; second, a con iOn
of the way learning to read draws on the fruits of language developme at is,

- ihe language competence which the six-yearoid brings to the reading class-
, .

robnN and third, some consideration of the way learning to read may in turn af-
loat language development.
; To tegin the comparison, consider the question thy? shy does thfr;vbild
learn to talk? Why does the child learn to read?_ In the case of languagerIe

,Oan rule out certain hypothesized motivating fPrcee_.Althogk it is true tW
parents are delighteciwith their child' early language production and reinforcer



talking per se (at lea'st for a while) it is not the case that they motiyate changes
in the direction of more mature language by reinforcement (Brown, Cazden; &
Bellugi," 1969). There is simply no evidence that more advanced sentences are
in- any way more reinforcing than less advanced ones. This is true whether re-
inforcement'is construed as approval, attention, or satisfaction of the child's
demands. For example, my son Jonathan, at 26 months, asked for a repetition
of some favored activity such as lifting up, by saying 'gain, with a rising inton-
ation. Five months later, he said do that-again, Dad. The latter sentence is
lingn1stica1ly/9r more sophisticated than the former, but it was not more effec-
tive than the former. Young children are amazingly capable at expressing them-
selves with a simple linguistic. system. .

If not reinforcement, why? We really don't know, but I-think there are
,,two primary motivations for the young child. The first is modelling: the signif-
icant people in the child's enViroriment, parents and, perhaps even more impor-
tant as models, older siblings are using language. The child wants to partici-
pate. Or, to quote my son again ai about the same age, interrupting a break-
fast table conversation between my wife and I, don't talk overme To say that
modelling, or imitation, is a motivating force is not to say that imitation is a
major mechanism of the actudl learning how; in fact, we have rather.good evi-
dence tin-It imitation is not helpful in learning how (Ervin, 1964; Blown, Hood,
& Lightbown, 1974).

The second motivator is the intrinsic pleasure of communicating, of ex-
pressing one's ideas and understanding others. Much of the* young child's early
language is not directed toward obtaining some external goal; rather, it is a
running description of the child's activity or someone else's. It is being verbal-
ly encoded simply because the child wants to convert it from action to language.
To say that children learn language in a social setting, by communicating, is a
cliche, but it is one of the implications which have been little explored. Let me
give just a few examples of the ways in which children.are highly sensitive to,
the communicative demands of the situation. PreschoOl children modify thely
speech aira function of whOm they are talking to. Younger children are not ad-
dressed in the same way as peers, and peers are-not addressed the same 'way
as adults. The differences include grammatical, pragmatic and informatimial
aspects (Shatz & Gelman, 1973; Ervin-Tripp,1974; Shorr & Dale, unpublisheid). '

Another example: language communicates mere than simple messages abiout the
world; it communicates something of the expet4atitions.:ahd presupPositions of the
speaker. If I ask did you see the white car ? id contrast to did you see a white
car ? you are likely to believe that I, as speaker, know that there was a white
car, and in fact, you are more likely to answer yes. The same is ttrue of four-
year-old children (Dale, Loftus & Rathbun, unpublished). The point is not that
four-year-olds are suggestible--we know that--but that four-year-olds are re -
sponsive to tbis special communicative function of the definitd article. Finally, "
even two-year-olds, just beginning to put two and three Word sentences together,
show a sensitivity to the distinction between new and old information within a
conversation. Wieman (1974) has found a striking systematicity in the place-°
ment of primary stress within two-word sentences, a systemoticity correlated
with the distinction between pe.and Old information. For example, sentences

e.
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tconsisting of a noun and a location word, such as rabbit dc4vn and kids s' c ool-
bus, are virtually idways stressed oalhe location word. Generally, the new \-information in sentences of this'type lies in the location. But when the 'nowt is
the neiv item, it, and not the location word, is stressed, e.g., mother asks
what's in the street? and the-Child replies frre-tilkuck street., These three exain-to
pies all illustrate a sensitivity to communicative nuances even at early stages

, tof language development.
So the evidence for language development is negative on external reinfor4- .

rnent, more positive for rirdelling and cpmmunication. What ahout reading?
External reinforcement of various types, ranting from teacher approval through'
gold stars to grades, is Avidely abed. And undoubtedly necessary in many'cases:

/Nevertheless, the use of external reinforcement i's a very tricky.thing, BB -

many applied behavioral scientists have been finding out recently. -A case in '
,Apoint is the recent study of `c reene, Lepper and Nisbett (1973)dwho fouhd.that
'Whey could literally sjanil preschool children's pleasure in drawing with magic

markers on imper by having a session in which they were working for "Good
Player Awards," a colored three -by:fiVe car*d with a.large gold star, a red
ribboni and the phrase "Good Player Award" on it. The children who drew fhr
six minutes for such an award showed mlich less interest in the activity wee'k
ater than chOren who had simply drawn for six minutes to show their pices ,

to a visitor. *In their phrase "Nprk cOnsists of .what a body is obliged to do
....play consists of whatever a body is not obliged to do" -fGreene & Lepper,

;-1974). Or, to paraphrase, if I am being rewarded for doing`something, it must
be because I.wouldn't want to do it anyway. Similar fiddings came froth a study
of a token- economy system for teaching mcathematics in the.fifth giade. Clearly,
these findings do not imply that extrinsic reinfbrcement should never be used-- .

basic skills often must be develbped before the intrinsic motivation can take
over. But they should. be held to a mmnijnum, and removed as soon as poshible.
And, in fact, everything possible shoul be dope to make possible the intrihsic
satisfaction. ,

Which brings us to the more po itive motivators in language development:
mol-litng and communication. I cigu t that modelling is very important for

rreading: Children do see adults engagedgin reading and sirriting, but most of
the process is internarand simply not observable.. The concept of communlca-.
tion is mdre relevant. I have often wondered what first graders think is the
reason for learning to read, or whether it is simply one of those inexplicable
things about the school setting. Language and reading, are two-way communica-

4tion devices; part of their power cornes'from the experience each of us has had
in the dual roles of sender and receiver: But the child is usually given only the
task of reading at first. In a sense, the phrase "learning tO road" is unfortun-
ate, just as is "learning to talk." Understanding spoken sentences is an impor-.

'twit as generating them; both activities require the same knowledge Of the lin-
- guistic system, to generate new sentences, and to understand new sentences. ,In

fact, in many cases the child can understand niore than he can produce: Simi-
larly, reading is incomplete without Writing. AB Carol Chomsky has written,
"The natural order is writing first, then reading what you have written" (CI), m-
sky, 1972a). To be sure,' there are:problems of motor coordinVion and,5the

.. -
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perCeptual discriminations, and it may be ti good idea to provide preprinted
letters for this purpose, or even have the teacher write for the child, in-a dic-
tation framework. But the essence of writingcombining letters to express
meaningcould receive much more emphasis. I will return to thispoint- later.
But for how, it should be made clear that communication does not just mean
communication uq, the teacher; it may be communication to other children, or
perhaps mOst powerful of alI as a motivator, communication to the self, the
foundation of esthetic pleasure.

Let us turn now to another point of comparison between language develop-
ment and learning to read. Somewhat independently, researchers on language
development, and on readings, have come to rather similar conclusions: the
processes are more complicatqd than we thought. Though the linguistic achieve-
ment of the four-year-old is as impressive as ever, there is much more to
come. Similarly, the difference between the beginning reader and the fluent
reader is greater -than we might have supposed.

In the years from four to ten, children must learn more about all levels of
- their language,.grammatical, semantic, and pragmatic. Many structures which
at first seem straightforward pose special difficulties. For example, children

low six or seven are likely to misinterpret the question is the doll easy to
t'aking the doll as the subjek of see, though in fact it is the object (is it

easy for you to see the doll?), because of the general tendency in Englislrfor
sublectitof verbs to,precede them (Chomsky, 1969). Knowledge of the meaning
of words increases slowly, especially words like left, right, more anchless,
and also knowledge of relationi3hips among word meanings, e.g., that words
have opposites and that some words are inclusive of Othersflower inclides
tulip, big is more general than tall, etc.. Genuine metalinguistic awareness is

1# late in appearing. For example, the work of de Villiers andde Villiers (1a74)
has shown that although children show the ability to pee word order in determin-

-44csubject and object in subject-verb-object sentences,' both in production and
prehension, at an early stage, the ability to make a correct/not correct

judgment about a sentence, and to correct wrong sentences, comps much later.
Similarly, semantic integration skills, the ability to integrate the information
from several sentences into a single representation and-to "go beyond the in-
formatipn given," to draw inferences from this representation develops over
many yllars. The pragmatic aspects of language use, to be discussed later in

,

this Symposium by Roger Shuy, could frovide many more examples.
Similarly, the beginning reader, even the successful beginning reader,

has a 'long way to go. We tell beginning readers to look at every letter; we kriow
that being a fluent reader means not looking at every letter or even even' word..
Beginning readers are asked to read aloud. Reading aloud slows due'nt readers
(though McGuigan's research is a caution here). In general, becoming a fluent
reader means becoming less and less specifically tied to the concrete details on 1
the page. .Kolers' (1966) bilingual readers represent an apex of this process.
Given a text which changes unpredictably from English to French and back again,
they re.ad it fluent without the ability to keep straight in what language any
given portion is written.

My third comparis n concerns the nature of the input to the learner.

8
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Although adults simplify their t1peech to a certain extent when they speak with
young children (Snow, 1972)16the range.and variety of constructions is still re-
markable. It certainly exceeds.that of the child's own productions. Further-
more, it concerns all of the significant activities of the child and more. In con-
trast, the input to the child learning to read is.deliberately impoverished, both
in form and content. Perhaps more time and money has gone into the construc-
tion of vocabulary lists, readability scales, and more recently construction
counts, than any other single aspect of reading instruction. I think this has
b en overdone. We know that children generally are more interested in materi-

als which are Just a bit beyond thpr level, complex enough to be interesting,
t not.beyond the possibility of rataing-to,whakthey already underst;nd (mnci-

ently, this is Just as true of adults as it ls of chil ren).
A final Point of onparison. One ' ear impl ation of recent research

both on language development and learning to read has"beeno change our atti-
t'ude toward "errors." Often children acql.iring language may appear to regress.
For.example, the first instances of the pa4 tense produced by children are cor-
rect versions of the irregular past, e.g., did, came. Then these are abandoned
for tle regular ending, doed, comed, walked, etc. This is particularly striking
since the correct versions were actually practiced, often for several months,
before being changed: But doed and comed represent an advance, a discovery of
of a pattern. Eventually the distinction between reguLar and Jrregular verbs
will be straightened out, but this stage of over-regularizationa universal as-
pect of child language around the world-lis a step ahead. Errors in reading al-
so often represent progress, first attempts at using new strategies for decoding.
I'm sure many teachers have had this insight, but of course it has been argued
most p&uasively in recent years by Kenneth Goodman, who I am sure will have
more to s about this subject later in the Symposium: These so-called "er-
rors" (Goodm as proposed the term "miscues") often show us most.striking- .
ly that learning, ether to talk or to read is an active process, not a passive
one.

The second topi in my general outline concerns the ways in which learn-
ing to read draws on tlte fruits of language develo ment, the competence of the
six-year-old child. According to one traditional view, 'reading simply adds one
stage to tke language processor, a stage which converts the printed woid to an,:'t
auditory wbrd, which is theri proceised like.any speech input. The difficultie
encountered by this simplistic theory are+too well known to require discussi
here. The dependence of reading,on languagt development is more.complex,
because reading and language do have fundamental difftrences. Some of them
are perceptual, stemming from the differences bytween an auditorrand a visual
Input. The auditory system processes patterns in time; the visual system
processes patterns in space. The visual system has the advant of being able
to go back and lOok again; it has the disadvantage that e s. . what we are
looking at and in fact have eyelids. That is, the visu: p t does not have the
almost irresistible impact that auditO- put, especi ach, has; a greater
attentional effort is-required.' Other.differences ical and grammatical;
to an extent, written language uses different Words and constructions than
ken language. So the relationship must be more indirect.

,6
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The six-year-old has a voaabulary of severdt thousan words. \Beginning
reading materials have fin. Smaller vhcabularies. -These tre numbe of rea-
sons for this, including an avoidance of ivords ivhich do not fit a simple tter- .

sound correspondenee, and also a desire to avoid words not in the childreA
.

6

vocabulary. However, this resfriction 13 often carried to extremes. Not only
are words not in the children's vocabulary not utiiiied, it is felt that only the .
most frequent items should be used. The assUmption that this_aids comprehen-
sion has little evidence supporting it. Furthennore, vocabulary counts are
typically based on children's productions, though generally adults and children
have larger receptive vocabularies than productive. The situation with respect:
to grammar is nearly identical. Much recent research--Strickrand, Tatham,
Ruddell and others--lias shown-that constructions phich are absent or rare in
children' peech 3re less perfectly'comprehended than those which are corn-

. This problem may be especially serious where vocabillary constraints.

due to a phonic emphasis necessitates use of rather bizarr_aentences, e.g.,
Al and the.big man began to dig in the big man'tl_pit (Rasmussen &Goldberg,
1063, p. 62). But. I wcIder it we are not in danger of repeating the vocapulary
mistake, of oversimplifying vntax as well as vocabulary. Recall my point
earlier about the natural input the language learner as being somewhat beyond
his own level: This fact, togethe with the general superiority of comprehen-
.sion over production, suggests drat should not be totally bound by children's
productions. lib be'stfre, congtractlons which are clearly not understood by
children should be generally avoided. Carol Chomsky's work has identified a
number of these. As an exattple which concerns both vocabulary° and syntax, .
consider Mother scolded Sam for taldng a cookie, and I would have done the
dame, wtth Mother scolded Sam for taking a cookie, although I would have done
the same. The relation between although and.-the phrase done.the same is not
realized until fairly.late ir; childhood.' But this must be done in a wayand
Lhere I recall my first point, about extrinsic and intrinsic motivation--that.pre-.
serves the interest of the book. It also suggests that perhaps a major menns of .

evaluating materials should be the children; that if a book really holdsthe inter-
est of the reader, if he or she wants to read it, it must be doing something right..

The child entering school has also mastered much of the complex phono-
logicarsystem of his language. This is probably the greatest untapp0 resource
in teachin reading and writing. English has a spelling system which is 'a com-

' promise ween a direct lettellesound correspondence system and one wliich in- i
dicate irectly-the meaningful'elements 'of the language. Many--perhaps !post
--of t& apparent idiosyncracies of English spelling are in fact cases where

have threewalked, and wedded' stipct pronunciations /d/, Ai, and /aci/,/
1 asmeaning is being cued directly. For example the pt tense forms hugged,

yet the park tei.TEIC-Ts spelled ed condistently. The actual pronunciation is indi- -,

cated by rules which take into account the final sound of the verb. Ana, as
Ber.ko (1958) has plown, preschoolers are in'full command of these rules, and
are able to produce the correct form for a novel 'verb, e.g:, misied /mist/.
Similarly, the first five letters of medieal and medicine are identical, though
in one case the c is pronounced /k/ and in the other./s/. This alternation II-
tween /k/ and /s/ is fairly cormiuin (compare with critic, critical) and quite

't
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traryspellings of English fan be resolved by gconside dilated words. Take,
'for example, the reduce'd vowel /a/, which in the w s president, history,

. and industry is spelledl, o, and u, respectively. homsky suggests pointing
out the similarity in meant% teRreside, historical, and industrial, where
the letterkgain their usual sound. In many cases, the necesisary Seards are al-
read),.in tit* children's vocabulary. (Of course we are talking about children a
few years beyond the first grade.) If not, she suggests, why not teach a new

. word; the et(Ild's vocabulary would be enriched, and the spelling system of Elk-
Bah would lose something of its mystery. For example, the silent I of sign
aad design la pronounced in signal and signature. .

These examples are appropriate for, say, third and fourth grade readers.
But what about the beginning reeder? I have mentioned these relatively ad- -

.Vanced examples first because it is important to keep in mind, when consider-
Dig the question of spelling for beginning readers, that eventually the cl4k1 will

-be reading standard English orthography; that is our goal. It is undelbtedly
true that the complexity of the system presents an initial difficulty; the question
irwhether avoiding this initial difficulty will produce other, problems later.--
Learning to read is not over at the end of the first grade.

The most common response to the failure of English spelling to be a sim-
ple indicator of sound }Pas been to restrict the vocabulary used. This almost
alwais requires a small vocabulary and rather artificial sentence. NIA more
sweeping resaanse has been to abandon the traditional system In favor of a
more regular one. The initial teaching alphabet (i.t. a.) is the best known of
these, though there have been others (Pitman SI St. John, 1969). In tbe i.t. a.,
generally a given letter has just one sound. For purposes of identifying the
sound of the word, such a system has much to recommend it. But what about

. identifying the meaning? If a glien element of meaning is pronounced in differ-
ent ways (recall medical, medicine), it must be spelled differently. If reading
is proceeding from letter to sound to meaning, this might be efficient. But if
reading is proceeding from letters to meaning, the change In spelling is posi-
tively distracting. Still, it remains a possibility that one major difference be-
tween beginning readers and later renders is thiu dlmensioikof whether sound is

necessary_ intermediary- -what Frank Smite) hag called me ated word'identifi-
cation, as opposed to immediate identification. Gillooly (19 ) has carefully re-

lewed the evidence on the effects of different writing systems He concluded
that in the early stages, phonetic writing systems such tie the I t, a., or the
traditio al writing system for German, have an advantage, of a imited sort.
Word r cognition skills are indeed better, and also spelling, Buknot paragraph-
mean:rig scores. Howeier. by the fourth grade, children read tra itionnl or-
thography betty r than simplified once. There art. probably two fact a here.

___________

11

predictable on the baais of the suffix. The words principal and principle Blue-,
trate.the converse process; words which sound alike,but have different mean-
ing. The point is that English spelling tendtto Indicate the meaningful ale-
ments, the morphemes, rather'directly, and the pronunciation indirectly, by
'rules which'are in the competence for spoken language possessed by any fluent
speaker;

As Carol Chomsky (1970) has pointed out, many of the apparently art-

13



One is that triaditional orthography encouzages grouping letters in meaning-
relevant ways, rather than sound-relevan, and this leads to larger clusterIngs,
The second factor extends beyond the sbigle-word ltvel. tart of learning to
read well A learning not to look at everything on the prinaikpage. Presumably
in an orthography which is meaning-based, ae in traditiotitflanglish orthography,
one can form expectincies as to where to look fkr maximum information.

The evlaepce for the.elalm that an orthography like the traditional one for
Enkllsh is read better in the fourth grade than a phonetically based One comes
primarily from cross-pi/atonal comparisons, such as trig betWeen loan
and German children( since German'spetang is relatively more phonetic. .or
course, English speaking children do pot read Lt. a. in the fourth grade; a
transition is made sometime during the first two years. The really crucial.
question is: does earty use of Lt. a. help onhindef in the long run? To my
knowledge, there is reallx no good evidence on the question, evidence that
could compare chddren.on reading comprehension al Intermediate levels on the
basis of their initial spellipg system. A particularly interestinfrability to
examine would be the acquisition of 'new words. B3(thi8 I do not mean reading
words which are already in the reader'S vOcabulary, though never before en-
cou,ntered in print, but words whicIleitre genuinely ne'w.to the reader. A8
Brown (1958) and others have pointed out, the ability to.decode letters to a
sound sequence which has never before been heard is not very uslikul. A mean-
ing-based system is rziore likely to be of-help. In the long run, after all, read-
ing is supposed to be a way to learn new things.

One solution to this-spelling problem which has not been tested extensibs-
ly but would appear to have much to recommend it, Is simply to let childred-
make up their own spelling skstems.. The idea of giving children a more active
role in learning to read la not new--in Teacher, SylviaAshtoS Warner let,
children make up their own vocabularil% then she showed them how to spell the
worcisand in other approaches children have experience in dictation, thus,
determining the syntax of the reading materials. Charles Read (1971) has
studied the writing systems spontaneously invented by bright preschoolers, and
Carol Choftisky (1972a) has sugglisted that children be encouraged to do this.
In fact, the spellings Invented by children are quite sensitive to many aspebts of
the sound system of English,' even if they are qqite different from an adult's.
Consider the child who is trying to spell "wet." He begins with an R, which is
reasonable, since he generally pronounces R identically with W. For the
vowels, children seem to rely heavily on letter names. So in trying to write
the sound "e4:' he must choose from "eye," "iy," "ay," "ow," and "uyw." The
natural selection is "ey" or A. T A the final Letter selected, and the child
finishes with RA'r, which he reads as "wet." Other regularities crop up: there
la more consistency than vou might think. The learner is getting practice In
thinking about how words pound, systematically representing sounds, and learn-
ing that writing le fun. Later will come the discovery of the myriad printed
words about him--street signs., food labels, books, billboards, and more. Now
he tries to read these and runs into certain problems, but he is ready to ask for
help. He has the basic idea of reading. Although such a program has only been
tried informally, it deserves further exploration.
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Thus far we have assumed a uniformity of language and dialect; that the
. children bring a language with them which is used in the classroom and in read-
'Mg. This is not always the case. ,It is worth pointing out that such dialect or
language differences need not necessarily cause problems. There are many
places around the world where children use ont language'or dialect at hoitte, and
and another in school. For example, F'ishman's ( 972) study of the Scpwaben

trindialect of German, spoken around Stuttgart. In y cases, the childien sim-
ply swijch language or dialect when they come to school. In tate Schwaben case,
children speak one dialect to the teacher and sOe may reply in her own, more
standard German. Whethd language becomeia problem says more about the
politics and sogial conflicts within the societ7 than it does about linguistics.
But unfortunately, dialect differences do cnise problems in the United States.
Despite lip Arvice to pluralthm, we have/dever been particularly fond of cul-
tural diversity, e.g., the "melting 'por. image. ,

Research in the lest ten of fifteen/Years (Labov, 1970) has done muctrto
dispel the myth of verbal inferiority of black children, [Ind establish existence
of Black English (BE) as alternative version of English, This research is often
misunderstood. Ad example. A newspaper headline a few years ago 'reads
'English, a foreign language to Negroes." Thie is wrong on al least four
points. 1) Many blacks d6 not speak BE; 2) BE is English Just tut much as
standard White English; they are alternative dialects; 3) BE and Standard Eng-
lish (STE) are not foreign languages; they are distinct dialects, with a great
deal in common; and 4) many black children have considerable comprehension
skills with respect to STE if not production skills.

.
Later Dick Tucker will be discussing a number.of quite different bilingual

education programs, eaCh of them a possible model. I will just make a few com-
ments on dialect differences and reading in our society. Surely an educational
system should capitalize on the capacities ctitairen bring to school, rather than
penalize them. How best to tio chis, hoWever, Is not obvious, What is obvious
is that expecting ohil-areii to learn to read, and to learn to produce or:illy a
pecond dial. as is ty ically the case in the classroom, is mistaken and unfair.
Furthermo , its more sound-based orthography such as i.t. a. compounds
the problem ously for speakers of nontiaalard dialects. This is true both
because t pronunciation of lexical items win' be different, and because the

ogy emphasizes to the learners that the printett word directly trans-
I s into sounds. One defense of traditional English orthography is that it is

ually "illogical" for all speakers of the language! In fact; there th good rea-
son to believe that for the most part the basic meaningful elements, the mor-
phemes are the same at an underlying level in various dialects, despittikide
divergence in actual pronunciation. In principle, there is no reason that speak-
ers of a different dialect could not read materials printed in standard orthogra-
phy and pronounce them in their own dialect, using their knowledge of the phono-
logical system of English afik their dialect, In fact, this is what many black
children do. Perhaps the degree to which these children change the text as they
Vead would be a good measure of how much they are understanding the text. A

.....mere-tiorough-going strategv is, of course, to uee materials prepared in dia-
lect. As Dr. Tucker will demonstrate, there is good evidence that learning to
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read in one language or dialect ancithen switching to another is far from'harm-
ful; in fact, positively helpful. I suspect this le true not only for pedagogical
reasons--the child learns the basic ideatif rycling, apd then can transfer it.'
but for social reasons--an acceptance by the school of the.child's language or
dialect is a basis for the child's later accepting the school's language or dia-
lect.

The evidence is not yet in on the use of black dialect in teaching early
reading. It is a harder program to put into practice than we might have thought.
There are problems of difference of dialect within the classroom, and parental
and other attitude/ outside. This le not the first time that liberal beliefs about
language and culture have conflictecrwith the goal of community control, of
parents who, for varied and good reasons, have different goals for their child-
ren from those of educators. Nevertheless, it le a hopeful and exciting experi-
ence, and I look forward to seeing the outcomes.

It leuprobably a good idea to separate questionseof word-spelling from
grammatical structure in this issue. With the general, though not perfect,
identity of underlying representation in vsepus dialects of English, it seemp
justified to use the same orthography for all children. The translation fioni
'printed word to spoken word will draw on the basic phonological knowledge poP-
sessed by each child for his or her dialect. Grammar presents a different
problem, and it may well be most efficient to use nonstandard syntax, though a
transition program of the sort suggested by Stewart (1969) will then be necessary.

Part of the problem in considering questions of dialect in education comes
from the belief that there are only two solutions to the problem; the first a
forced assimilation of diverse languages and cultures into a single mode, e.g.,
making everyone use standard, white English; the second, encouraging each in-
dividual to use a single dialect, the native dialects, for all purposes, This be-
lief underlies altacks such as Sledd's in "Bi-dialectalism; .the linguistics of
white supremacr' (Sledd, 1969). Sledd argues that the recent emphasis on
Black English and the proposal of bi-dialectalism as egoal for Black children is
still racist, la that it makes other groups into copies of MC whites, and that it
it blacks, not whites, Who are supposed io change. I thinlc this; belief underes-
timates both the complexity of langu e and the ability of children. Speaking,
understanding, reading, and wig istinct ways to use language, and it is
certainly not necessary to have t strategy for each. Reading a sound
dials& Is not fie same as speaking Children are perfectly capable of using
more than one dialect or language in different settings. dur goaltmust be a
society in which people can communicate with each other. But this does not
mean that everyone muet speak the same way. We all need to be receptively bi-
dialectal.

The third topic in my outline concerns the possible influences of reading
on language development. The relationihip between language and reading runs
both ways. Carol Chomsky (1972b) has collected evidence which suggeets that
the amount of exposure to reading, both the child's own reading and reading to
tbe child by adults, is highly correlated with linguistic development in the years
fye to ten, and that this correlation is not simply due to variables such as IQ,
lather's education, and 80 on. Although her evidence is not yet conclusive, it
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does suggest tha t the chiki's language learning ability com es to schqoUvith hips--
so to speak, and that the materials encount9red in school arc an important in-'
pit for further teaming. The learning is accidental, in the sense that do direct
attempt to teach the grammatical structures she tested has been made, or
should be made. The point is that the.children are. able to,take adyantige of the
richness and variety of language encountered. Note that if this conclubion is
valid, it runs counter to the approach discussed earlier of simplifying structures
to the level of the child. Le Awning can only take place tf the child in exposed to;
new aspects of language.

A second way in which reading may affect language development is more
direct. Much of the evidence for the claim that traditionalEnglIsh orthography
reflects meaning directly, and hence is superior to a sound-based system, -

comes from complex derivational forms, such as critical/criticize. The rich-
ness of the vocabulary encountered in intermediate reading, if not beginning
reading, may provide the essential input for the child to develop the dual-level
phohological representations of words claimed by Choinsky and Balls and Other
linguists--a meaning-related level and a sound-related level. Furthermore,
learning ta read promotes ran awareness of language, an analytic ability, which
would be 41it waft to instill in ani other way.

A third wszt in whech language m3y be affected by learning to read is in
diAmmunication. AlthoUgh it is true that children learn language in communica-
tion lettings, it is equally true that in many situations they are not very effeC-
tive,commtoicatoss. Underlying-their difficulties is the pervasive pnoblem of
egocentrism, at Plaget hda described it. Yoling children have great difficdIty
in seeing situations from any perspective other than their own. For example, a
four-year-old can identify his own left and right hands, but !hen asked to identir
fy the left and right.hands of someone facing him, he will brMactly Incorrect,
pointing to the hand on his own left rather than on the other person's left.
SirnllarI, when asked how somecoe enjurother side of a landscape display sees
the display, he is likely to report that they see exactly the same view that he
does.. In a larger sense, this problem of egocentrism, of belbg able to get out-
side one's own perspective, and into the shoes of the listener or reader, re-
main%) with us throughout life; it is the fundamental problem of teaching. One of
the mOst interesting sections In Vygotsky's book Thought and Lankuse (1982)
concerns the special nature of writtqn language in this respect. Vygotaky com-
pares "Inner' speech, " talking for one's self, with talking to others. Inner
speech can be highly abbreyiated and rapid, It is something like talking to
someone you know very well about a familiar topic; Much can be left out. But r
talking to anotner-person requires filling in much additional information. When
we consider writing, we realize that it is Just MO much further removed from
inner speech. The reader is not present, so we have no immediate feedback,
either verbal or nonverbal. In fact, the writer may not even know who the
reader will be. No assumptions can be made about the specific knowledge of the
reader. In Vygotalcy's words, "the change from maximally compact inner
speech to maximally detailed written speech requires what might be called de-
liberate semantics--deliberate structuring of the web of meaning (Vygotaky,
1962, p. 100). The alternation between reading and writing is probably of
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great value here. Both Piaget and Vygotsky would agree that a grostaid to
overconling egocentrism is switching roles, actual experience at seeing things
from different perspectives. Shantz and-Wilson (1972), in fie! used this as a
tt.00l for fostering communication skills, without using writiW They had seco
graders participete in a commUnication task requiring one child to describe a
pieture to another so the second one could pick it out, or 4taw mei. The
children took turns being sender, receiver, or observer. T ogram pro-
duced significant galss in communicatke ability. To me, th suggests that

%writing should not just be eosnething the child does for his or her teacher, but
rather that children should Sometimes read what they and other childien have
write:n.1. Only in this Way will the child eventually; be able to conceive of the
reader his infotrational needs, as he writes.

A Concluding ctive

, Reading and'oral language skills are not the same thing. Reading is not'
just a letter-to-sound process tacked on to oral language. The similarities an
commonalities are al a mucb more abMract level. One implication of the St.
Lambert experiment, to be discus ater In this symposium, is that ieeding
really exists as a skill independe1 at language: Tp the Montreal program,
children learn to read Trench, but w ittle or no direct itistniction, they can
read English.,

On the other hand, consideration of language developnient,is relevant for
.reading, both because it increases our respect for the learningebilities of the
child, and because it givespe a better Understanding ot the knowledge which the
beginning reader brings to the classroom: Skills and knowledge developed in
parning language are important for learning to rend. Thth. is true not Just for-
kpowledge of the gramma' or phonology of the\language, but for peycholinguis-
tic and cogniiive skills as well. For example; Frank'Smith will be discussing
the vole of prediction ln reading, the fact that what iS on the printed Page le on- ;
ly onzfisource of Ittformation about the meaning, the other, source being the
reader's ability to use Ms knOwledge of language and the world to predict what
is coming. Precisely the same thing could be said of listening and comprebend-
Mg spoken language.. Not everything is available in the acoustic 8ignalj. We
can even communicate over a noisy thlephone line, if we know the spe r's
voice and.the general topic.

A friend of mine reccntlk began work at an urban cornmunity col ege, in
thrth resding program. I asked her how it was going, and she said "I've ac-
qgired a new respect for illiterates." Many of the students were making it,
albeit with, great difficulties, witlrest functlbnal reading skills. A would like to
close with \plea toconsider reading less'in isolation, and niore as an impor-
tant, butooetke sole, communication and information-gathering tool, embedded.
in the ongoing process oeliving, to keep in Mind alWays the question "Why?"
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TIE BEADING PROCESS

Kenneth S. Goodman
\ -

ry real sense this paper is a progress report: Some years ago I
major reason for the lack of forward motion in attempts tonie-

more effective reading instruction was a common faiture to examine and
Mani e clear view of thteviciing process itself. Knowle, I telt, was !

non-cumulative in impio reading instruction largely because we either ig-
iored the reading procesi and fOcussed op the manipulation ofteacher and/or.
pupil behaviers or because we treatedoreading as an uniknowthie mystery. .

Ifbnicallf two opposite Views were and still ere indely found in the pro-
fessional-Mterature: .- .

111100

.,

),( is what -reading ilt and everrbody knows that; usually
, translates to "reading sounds toaetters."
2. "Nobody knows haw re This-view usually leads '

..a west wilts's.: otiot, whatever "work's"
_..., -- ownzw, Jne

%

: Both are n4-producti at best and at tinitmrt" "seo rst iy impede
,

pirograls,
My has been to ore a model of the readisiteprooess powerful'

*neigh to tin 'and predict re ins behavior and sound enough to be a base on
which to bed and examine the effsetivenesa ot re lpstrtctlon. This model
has been de using the, concepts, scientifte lOgy, and terminology
at plebe s, the laterdisciplioary scienoe which is c000ereedith how'Ithought and age are.iMerrelated. The model has alls4ontinitusly drawn
on and been agabset linguistic reality. This reality has talc& the form of
dose analysis nUsouels, unexpected responses in oral reading, producedit
readers of wide variedprotioienellUtoydeliffrbiealpristed text mate
they were see for the first time:'"--

, The model an't dodnato;e No one yet cialmsa "finished" model of any
language proof l represents a,produative usable view of whet I -.
believe, at tbli in time, about the way the resding process works.

A Definition al Re
I

14- Reading is a ceptive language process. It is a psycholinguistic prooess
in that" it starts w1 a lingystic surface representation encoded by a ter and
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ends with meaning which the reader constructs. There is thus an essentiel in-
teraction between language and thought in reading. The writer encodes thought
as language and the reader decodes language to thought.

Fu oficient readers are both efficient and effecklie. They are ef-
fecb4ve in trnstructing a meaning which they can assimilate or accommodate

1
and hich bears some level of agreement with the original meaning of the
auth r. And readers are efficient in using the least amount of effort to achieve
effebtiveness. To accomplish this efficiency readers maintain constant focus
on constructing the meaning throughout the process, always seeking the mqst
direct path to meaning, always using strategies for reducing uncertainty,

i
always being selective about the use of the ctle...ellable cgid. drawing deeply on
prior conceptual and linguistic competence. Eff c nt readers minimze de-
pendence on visual detail. Any reader's prioficiency s variable depending o
the 'semantic backgiound brought by the reader ii an giveMreadingtask.

Source for the Model

All scientific investigation must start with direct obse1vation of available
aspects of what is being studied. What dietinguishes select lc from other forms
of investigation is a constant striving to get beneath and be/ond what is super- .
ficially observable. ,That involves finding Rew tools for making othe un-
available aspects observable: Such a tool is the microscope in all ifs variations
designed to extendobservation far beyond the limits of the human e . Scien-
ti. also devise classification systems, taxonomies, jSarlignis aft tfy con-
stantly seek forleeeences, struetures, interrelations ips; they are awr of the
distractions the obvious can cause and they are awaij of htw eafty it is over-
look vital characteristics of phenomena they study.

The primary source of data for the view of the reading process presented.).
here is observation of orai3reading. But little can be learned from such obser-
vation if a naively empirical position is maintained. As the chemist Must peer
into the molecular structure, -as the astronomer must ponder the effects of
heavenly bodies on each other, as the ecologist muet pursue the Intricate web of

lationships in a biblogical dInunity, so the scientist in dealing with 1
\ reading must look beyond behavi9lr to process. Understanding reading requires

depth analysis and It constant e1reh for-the insights which will let us infer
workings of the mind as print is processed and meaning created.*

Oral miscue analysis is the tool I've found most useful in the dept aly-
s'of reading behavior as I've sought to understand the reading proces Good-
men, 1969).

Miscue analysis compares observed with expected responses as subjects
411111d a story or oTher written text orally. It proVides a continuous basis of
comparison between what the readers overtly do and what they are expected to
do: A key assumption is that whatever the readers do is not random gut is the
result of the reading process, whether successfully used or not: Just as the oP
served behavior of electrons must result from a complex but limited set of
forces and conditions, so what the readers do results from limited but complex
information sources and interactive but limited alternatives for t144r use.



8
When readers produce responses which match our expectations we cans

only infer successful use of tile reading process. When miscues are'producelli
however, comparing the nfismatches between expectation and observation can'Illb

,illuminate where the readers have deviated and what factors of input and process
may have been involved. A simple illustration: there has long been concern
over reversals in readIng, changes in the sequences of letters, apparentli in- .
volved in word substitution miscues. If wasis substituted for saw there appears
'to be some kind of viSual or perceptual aberration in the reader. Our miscue
analysis data, howevere tells UB two things: (11 Such revesals are far less
common reading conlinuous texts than in word lists. (2) When such rever-
sals do ëur they are in only one direction: saw is replaced by wad but vir-
tually never ism= r..laced by saw. The reversal miscue must be influe
by factors other th, obvious visual -or perceptual ones. Frequency, synt
tic predictability the range of semantic possibility clear4f are involved.

In this depth scue analysis several basic insights have emerged ivhich
have become foundational both to the research and to the model of the reading
process:

Linguage, reading included, 'must be seen In its social con-
text. Readers will show the influence Of the dialect(s) they

- control both productiVely and receptively as they read.
Further, the common experience, concepts, interests,
views, and life stylessof readers with conlmon social and
cultural,backgrounds will also be reflected in how and what
people read and what they take frotilheir reading. .

* Competence,mhat readers are capable of doing, must be
separated from performance, what we observe them to do.
It is competence that results in the read68' Introl of and
flexibility in using the reading process. Their performance
is simply the observable resalt of the competenie.

Change in performance, whether through initruction or
development is important only to the extellt that it reflects
improved competence. Resear.cOrs may use performance
or behavioral indicators of undef lying competence but they
err seriously in equating what readers do viith what they
are capable of doing.
Language must be atudied in process. Like a living orgtm-
ism it loses its essence if it is frozen or fragmented. Its
parte and systems pay be examined apart from their use
but only 19 the, living process may they be understood.

0.- Failure to recognizethis has led many researchers to draw
unwarranted and misconceiveh conclusions about both reed-

ad iting and reing instrucion from controlled earch ont
aspects of reading 84eh as word naming, w identification,
skill acquisition, ane phonic rule development.

Researchers, particularly, hre tended to fall into the =-
examined view that reading is recognizing the next words.

.9.-An example is the study of reading acquisition by Singer,
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Samuels and Sgiroff (1974).
Tbey concluded thakwo s were more easily "learned"

in isolation than in text o with Illustration. They drew
this conclusion from a s dy in which four (4) wiirds were
taughi'to a number of learners 1n three conditions:
(a) in isolation
(b) in "context": each word waa presented in a three word

sentence.
(c) kwith an illustrative picture.

The key misconception in this study is'that reading is
a matter of identifying (or knowing) a series of ifords. It .
is then assuved that learning to_reed is learning to identify
or know words. Further it is assumed that known words
are known under all linguistic conditions. Implicit is the
assumption that the task of "learning" four (4) words is
representative of the general teak of learning to read. .4
Language must be studiecUn its human context. It 18 a ./
uniquely but universally human achietrement. That's not a
humanistic assertion. /It's escientifir fact: Human Ian-

learning end the general function or language in human
iing are not usefully described with learning theories

de ived frorcleftkly of rats, pigeons, and other non-
language lifers.

A Revised Model

Three kinds of information are avaiable and used in language, whether
productive or receptive. These come from (1) the symbol system which uses
sounda in oral languages and graphic shapes in written languages. For literate
language wire of alphabetic languages there is also a set of relationships be-
tween s unds and shapes; (2) the language structure which is the grammar, or
set of tactic relationships that make it possible to express highly Icier
mess es using a very small set of symbols. The same syntax un rl both
ora,J.4nd written language; (3) the gemantic system which is the set o anings

organized. in concepts and coocAgeal structures. Meaning is the end y
0 receptive language, both listening and reading; hut meaniag is also the con-
text in which reading takes on reality. Listener/readers bring meaning to any
communication and conduct themselves as seekers of meaning.

A model of the reading process must account for th9se information
ources. It must also respond to the following realities:

e''r
Written language is displayed over space in"bontrast to oral lan-I
guage which is displayed in a time continuum.

Writing systems make arbitrary; decisions about direction in using
space. The reader must adjust to a left-to-right, right-to-left, t*

top-to-bottom, or other arbitrary characteristic of written language.
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4.

V
Reading employs visual input. The eye is the input\org5L, It has
certain charaCteristics and limitations as an optical intitruMent.
It has a lens which' must focus; it requires minimal light; it has a
limited field; the arta of view irludes a small area of sharp
detail.

Itericzling must einploy memory; it must hold an image, briefly store
information, retain knowledge and understanding

f
Cycles

%ow
Figure 1

I a

Though reading is,a process in which information is dealt witfi and mean-
ing construckd continuously, it can be usefully represented as a series of
cycles. Readers employ the cycles more or less sequentially as they move
through h story or other text. But-die riWers' focus, if they are to be produc-
tive, is on meaning so each*cycle metts ftilt6 the next and the readers leap to-
ward meaning: The cycles are telescoped by the eaders if they can get to
meaning.

PIlocesses

As the readers move through the cycles of reading they employ five
proeesses. The brain is the organ of information processing. It decides what
tasks it must haiyile, what information is available, what strategies it must em-
plhy, which inpii channels to use, where to seek information. The brain seeks
to maximize information it acquires and minimize effort and energy used to
acquire it. The five processes it employs in reading are:

I. Recognition-initiation. ite brain must recognise a graphic die-

)
pisty in the visual field as written language and initiate reading.
Normally this would occur once ih each reading activity, though
Ws possible for reading to be intcrrupted by other activities,
examining pictures, for example, and then to be reinitiated.
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If. Prediction'. The brain is always articipating and predicting as it
seeks order and significance in sensory inputs.

III. Confirmation. If the brain predicts, it must also seek to verify
its predictions. So it monitors to confirm or disconfirzn with
subsequent input what it expected.

IV. Correction. The brain reprocesses when_ it finds inconsistencies
or its predictions are disconfirmed. ;

V. Termination. The brain terminates the reading when the reading
task is completed, but termination may occur for other reasons:
the task is non-productive: little meaning is being constructed, or
the meaning is already known, or the story 18 uninteresting or the

'reader finds it inappropriate for the particular purpose. M any
rate, termination in reading is usually an oi,n option at any point.

These processes have an intrinsic sequence. rediction precedes con-
firmation which precedes correction. Yet the same 9nformation max be used to
confirm a prior prediction and to make a new one.

ShortCircuits

Any reading which does not end with meaning is a short circuit. Readers
may liort circutt.in a variety of ways and for a variety of reasons. In general,

re short circuit (1) when they can't get meaning or lose the structure: (2)
when they've been taught or otherwise acquired non-productive reading strate- .

gits; (3) when they aren't permitted to terminate not -productive reading.
Theoretically, a short circuit can occur at any point An the process. Here is a
list of short circuits with successively more complex points:

Letter Naming: A very old method of reading instruction taught
yoonX readers to spell out to themselves any unfamiliar words.
This short circuit still occurs but it is not too common.
Recoding: Since print is a graphic code anti speech is also a code,
it is possible for readers to concentrate on matching print to sound
with no meaning resulting. Since the readers go from code to code
such short circuits may be considered recoding. Recoding may
take place on several le'els. Letter-sound recoding is theOnost
superficial. Sounds are matched on a one-to-one baMs to the
print, This sounding-out requires the readers to blend sounds to
84'nthesize words. Pattern-matching recoding Involves the readers
fitting spelling patterns to sound patterns. Readers focus on fea-
tures which contrast patterns such as rat-rate, hat-hate, mat-mate.
Recoding is often by analogy: since bean looks like mean it must
sound like it too. T is recoding produces words or word-like
utterances without uiring synthesizing. .
Internal surface-stru ure rekoding involves using the rules needed
to relate print to underlying surface structure. Instead of going be-
yond to deep structure, however, the reader generates nn oral r
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surface representation. This recoding can produce words'and
phrases with approximate intonation patterns.
Syntactic Nonsense. The readers may treat print as syntactic
nonsense, generating an appropriate deep structure without going
beyond to meaning. Even proficient readers resort to this short
circuit when conceptual load is too great or when the lack relevant
background.. With this short circuit the oral reading may be
relatively accurate and yet involve little comprehension. Because
readers do employ this short circuit we have come to regard the
s.eparation of syntactic deep structure from meaning as a useful
view.
Partial structures. Readers may resort to one or mwe of these
short circuits with alternating periods of productive reading. Fur-
thefmore, because the brain is always actively seeking meaning,
some comprehension will often "leak" through even the most non-
productive short circuits. It will most likely result in fragments
of meaning, a kind of kaleidoscopic view, rather than an integrated
understanding.

I suspect that many of these short circ s result from instruction but the
studies to demonstrate this remain to be done.-
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1.

The assertion is that it is not possible, to read meaningfully without pre;
Xiictienand since it hronly through reading that children learn to read, it fol-

irlows that the 0PPontnnity to develop and emptoylkills at prediction Must be a
.:, criticel part of learning to read. However,- it is not necessary that prediction

should be taught; lotion Is as much a piet of spoken language comprehemdcn -
as itof read e and a child with sufficisit verbal ithility to understand writ-
ten material tli readto him has both the competence and the experience to
direct Ida abitir prediction to reading.

My aim demonstrate thet prediction is essential for reading, that- - -
eve'rycee who can comprehend ipokeWlanguage is capable of prediction, and
that prediction is routinely practised in reading, by beginners es well as fluent'
readers. I shall explain more precisely what I mean by prediction after outlin-
ing why it is necessary in reading. ,

..

Four reasons for trediction
°

I. Individual words have too many moonrise. Every word in our language
is multiply ambigtous, and the most common words have the most meanings.
Everyday words like come, E, have, take, table, chair not only have a multi:-
pilot* of different meanings, they are often also ambiguous am te their gramma-
tical function. Row is the word house pronounced? The word c&not even be
articulated until the reader knows whether it is a noun or a verb. The =et
common words in any language, the prepositions, have so many different mean-
loss they take trei more space in dictionaries ihan wordSin any other class. It
should be noted, however, that speakers and writers are almost never &rare al
this potential ambiguity, and that listeners snd seeders are rarely aware at the
multiplicity of possible =minim either.

2. The spellings of words do =indicate how they shoulcibe pronounced.
There ere over 300 "spelling-to-sound correspondence rules"ef English, and
there is no rule that will specify when any of these particular rules Must apply,
or when the spelling to be "sounded out" is an exception. The rules of phonics
are highly complex. To take a very simple example, how should a word begin-
ning With HO...be pronounoed? Tbe answer depends on whether the ho is fol-
lowed by .45 ..ot, ..ok, ..rizon, .. use, .. rse, : ..e, ..12.az, ..lejt..ur,
..nest, eleven diRereirpossibilities (all depending on what follows the initial

, TI
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letters, indicating that phorilcs mutt be appliedIrOm right to
3. There is a limit to how much of the "visual information" of print the

"Askin can process during reading. Flash a line of abbut thirty random letters
rta screen for about a tenth of a second and the most an experienced reader

will be able to recognize is four or five letters. This four-letter or five-lettsr
represelide an entire second of visual information processing. And

during the second thSit takes "the brain to decide what these five letters are, it
is not possible for eing else to be seen--a conditionihat can be character-
ized as "tunnel vision." In other words, for as long as one is trying to identify
letters one after the other, reading is ari impossibly slow and restricted process.

4. The capacity of short-term memory (or "working memory") is limited.
Not more than six or seven unrelated items--say an tmfarniliar telephone num-
ber--can be held in short-term mem'ory at any one time. Try to overload art
already filled short-term memory and other information will be lost. As a con-
sequence, it is virtually impossible to read a word more than four or five let-
ters long a letter at a time. By the time the.end is reached, the beginning will
be forgotten. It is similarly impossible to store the first words of a sentence
while waiting toget to its end before making a decision about meaning. By the
time the end of the sentence is reached, the beginning will have been forgotten.

Defining prediction -

There is a common feature underlying the four "reasons for prediction"
that have just been listed--in each case the brain is confronted by too many pos-
sibilities; it must decide among more alternatives than it can handle. Decision-
making takes time, and there is a fundamental rule that applies to every aspect
of decision-making, whether it involves the identification of a single letter or
.word in a line of type, or the comprehension of a_sentence or an entire book.
The fundamental rule is this: the greater thenumb4i of alternatives, the more
time is required for a decision. Recognition- is nev r instantaneous. We may
be able to identify a letter or a word if it comes from a small set of {mown al-
ternatives-'-when we know in advance that it is a vowel, or the name of a
flower--but the same letter or word will be quite unrecognliable if it comes
from a larger set at alternatives. The reason for this bottleneck.is shpple:
the greater the number of possible alternatives, ti;te more information the
brain has to process in order to reach a decision. The art of fluent reading
lies in the skilled reduction of the amount of visual information the brain has
to process. If you know a tenet will be either A or 13, you need only a
glimpse of that letter to decide which it is. But if the letter could be any one
of the 26 letters of the alphabet, much more visual information will have to
be taken into account.

I can now offer my general definition; 4wediction is the prior 'elimination
of unlikely alternatives. In the Jargon of Information Theory, prediction is the
reduction of uncertainty. The qualification "unlikely" in the preceding defini-
tion must be emphasized. "Prediction" in the sense in which I am using the
word does not mean wild guessing, nor does it mean staking everything on a
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Simple outcome. ,Rather prediction means the elimination from contention of
I. those possibilities that are highly unlikely, and the examination first of those

possibilities thit are most likely. Af we shall see, such a procedure le a ffigh-
. ly efficient--and natural-procedure,ar making decisions involving linguage.

*prediction in operation

Imagine that I have written the 26 letters of the alphabet on 26 index
cards, one letter to each card, and that I shuffle the pack of cards, select one
al rhdom, 'and ask you to guess what that Card is. You could veryOghtly ob-
ject tllat since every letter is equally probable, nothing you know could in any
way,inerease your chances of making a correct guess. Whatever letter you
might chbpse to guess, the probability that you VI be correct is exactly the
same, namely one in 26. On the average you would expect to have to make 13
guesses before you are likely to be right.

However, letters do not occur randomly in the English language. Some
have a much higher probability of occurrence than others, for example the most
common letter E:is forty times more likely than the least common letter Z. . If
I asked you to guess the 17th letter of the 5th line of the 23rd page of a random
sample of 1,000 books in any library, you would be Serrect forty times more of-
ten if you guessed E el,<ery time than if you consistently guessed Z. So when a
letter is selected at random from English text, your prior knowledge of the
language can obviously make a difference to your chances of making a correct
guess.

It is easy to demonstrate that people can and do use their knowledge. of the
relative probabilities of English letters in this way--knowledge that often they
'are not aware that they have. For example, one can ask an audience of several
hundred people to write down their guess of what the first letter of a pre-
selected six-letter word might be. In the example I demonstrated at the Sym-
posium the pre-selected word was STREAM. The majority of people will write
E, T,. A, I, 0, N, S, H, R, D, L or U--which happen to be the 12 Most fre-
quent English letters in order of frequency. Scarcely anyone will predict Z,
or Y, or J. Usually S happens to be the most common guess for the Initial
letter of six-letter words, by about one person In eight (as opposed to the one
in 26 that would be expected if guesses were made at random). Tell an audience
that the first letter is indeed S, and fully half of them will correctly guess the
second letter T first time, and fully half again will guess that the third letter is
R. Most people will then correctly guess that the fourth letter is E, and go on
to be incorrect with their guess that the-following letter ie another E, although
they will be correct on their second attempt with A. These days, K la usually
the guess for the final letter, with M the successful second guess. Si other
words, by using their prior knowledge of the relative frequency of letters and
groups of letters in English, people rarely have to labour threngh.a dozen or
more unsuccessful guesses before they can decide whal the neit letter of an tm-
known word might be: The average number of guesses is thoutlhree. (The
statisticalkr computed average numbe of alternatives that successive letters of
English words might be 111 seven or el ht). The effect of such prior knowledge
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\..iB considerable. Moit English words remain recognizable if every other letter
is obliterated, demonstrating that we scarcely, have to look at most letters to
identify them in words. A more graphic iltustration of the saving that the prior
elimination of:unlikel7;alternatkies can accomplish is that's single glance at a
sequence of randoin words on a screen is usually sufficientlo permit the recog-
nition of two or tbre words, or twice as many lettere than could be recognized
if the letters flash d on the screen had heel; randomly selected.

But readers know far, more about tanguage than tbe relative likelihood of ,
particular letters in isolated words. We can make excellent guesses about
words in sentences. Take any book that happen/310.4e handy, read.the last:*
couple of lines of a right hand page, and then guess what the next vilird will be
when you turn the page. You will not be right every time of cotirea but you
will almost -always guess a word is possible. Reinember, what is impor-
tant is not to be absolutely corre , but to eliminate unlikely alternatives. Once
again, statistidal analyses of Eng h texts have shown that although in theory
an author might draw frqm a pool o fifty-thousand words or more for the words
he will use in a book, there are onftie average no more than 250`alternatives
available to him when he writes a particular word in that book. The reader
does not have the exact word that will confront him. Nor need he predict more
than a few words ahead. But if he can reduce the number of immediate alterna-
tives from many thousands to a couple of hundred, he is taking a considerable
burden from the limited information-processing capacity of the brain. Once
again our illustrative experiment will demonstrate this saving: if the sequence
of 30 letters flashed briefly on a screen comprises a single coherent sentence
or meaningful phrase, then the viewer can usually see it all at one glance.

There have been hundreds of experiments showing that sequences of let-
ters and Words are identified faster, more accurately, and with less visual in-
formation, the more they correspondto possible sequences in the English lan-
guage. The experiments demonstrate not only that individuals, including chil-
dren, have a considerable prior knowledge of language that enables them to elim-
inate many unlikely alternatives in advance, but that this knowledge is exer-
cised automatically, without the individual's awareness and without specific in-
structions to do so. But the prior rejection of unlikely alternatives is a charac-
teristic Of the way the human brain works. The reason we are rarely surprised
by anything we see, even when we visit an unfamiliar setting, la that we always
have a set oL prior expectations about what we will in fact see. We do not pre-
dict everything--we would be surprised to see a camel in the harbour or a sub-
marine in the zoo, but not vice versa. Nor are our predictiont over-specific--
we rarely predict exactly what we shall see next. Instead, we ijulte automatical-
ly and subconsciously eliminate unlikely possibilities from consideration.

The advantages ofprediction

Prediction in reading, I have argued, involves the prior reduction of =-
certainty by the elimination of unlikely alternatives. We neyer make our.deci.-,.... ,
sions as if we had no prior expeetation--recognition and comprehension In'such
circumstances would always be disruptively time-consuming and tedious.
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Instead we seek just enough information to decide among'the alternatives that
are most likely. AB a result, the four limitations on reading that I have dis-
cussed as reasons for prediction are very easily overcome, an-d there-are two
other advantages as well.

I. Moat words have many meanings--but if we are predicting, then we
are usuallk looking for only one meaning of any particular.word. You may not
be able to guess if the next word is going to be table or chair, sideboard or
coal-rack, but if you know that it will refer to a.piece of furniture, you will not
even consider that table might be a set of numbers, or chair a verb. The rea-
son neither speakers and writers are aware of the potential ambiguity of what
they 'say is that they alreadY know the meaning they are trying to express and do
not consider alternative possibilities; they are embarrassed if a double-meaning
is pointed out to them. Similarly listeners and readers expect a certain mean-
ing--if they are following (or rather predicting) the sense of what they are try-.
ing to comprehend--hence puns are 'so excruciating when eventually we manage
to see them. Words may have aanultiplicity of meanings' and grammatical
function taken one at a time, but in meaningful sentences they are rarely am-
?iguous.

2. The pronunciation or words may not be predictable from their spell-
ings, but if you know what a word is likely to be4 it is not diffiCult to use
"phonics" to confirm or ltect a particular expectation. AB all reading teach-
ere know implicitly, phonics is easy if you already have a good idea what the
word is in the first place. If a cbild can predict that the next word is likely to
be either cow, horse, or sheep, he will not need much knowledge of spelling-
to-sound correspondences to decide what it is. It is in fact through such predic-

i tion that a mastery of useful phonic skills is acquired.
3. Obviously, prediction will speed up reading, and therefore help to

overcome the limitation imposed by the brain's rather sluggish rate of informa-
tion processing. The fewer alternatives you consider, the faster you can read,
the mo*e efficient will be the reading that you accomplish. Reading with pre-
diction means that the brain does not have to waste time analyzing.possibilities
that could not possibly occur.

4. The limited capacity of short-term,memoriis overcome by filling it
always with units as large and ae meaningful ae possible. Instead of being
crammSld uselessly with half-a-dozen unrelated letters, short-term memory
can contain the same number of words, or better still, the meaning of one or
more sentences. In fact ,p rediction workg better at these breeder levels; it is
easier to predict meanings rather than specific words or letters, and very few
letters or words need to be identified to test predictions about meanings.

5. The first of the bonus advantages of prediction in reading is that the
reader is working already al the level of meaning--his reading is meaningful
before he even begins. Instead of trying to slog through thickets of meaningless
letters and words in the fond hope that eventually some nugget of comprehension
will arise, the reader is looking for meaning all the time. If any possibility of
meaning in_to be_ (ound_in, a text, the predicting reader is the one who will find
it.

6. The final 'advantage is of particular practical (mportance in many
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classrooms, namely that with prediction it does not matter if the reader's
language does not exactly match that of the writer. Everyone can understand
language that he could not possibly produce; that is Why-parents quickly learn to
conduct their more intimate conversationn out of the hearing of their pre-school
children, yet the language ability of children in schools is all-too-often evalu-
ated by the speech that they produce. Few readeA, even adults, can succeed in
threshing out the sound of a sentence, word for word, unless they have a gokd
prior idea of what the sentence as a whole means. There is no way a child au
be expected to identify words as a preliminary to getting the meaning if the
words are in tact not among those he would choose himself to express such a
meaning. But with prediction, a "one-to-one match" is not required. It will
not matter if a child thinks the author has written "John ain't got no candy,"
raher than "John has no candy," provided he gets the meaning--and provided
the teacher is not demanding literal word-for-word accuracy.

Prediction in the classroom

TwO basic conditions must be met if a child islo be able to predict in the
manner that is essential for learning to read. The first condition is that the
material from which he is expected to learn to read must be potentially mean-
ingful to him--otherwise there is no way he will be able to predict. The oppo-
site of meaningfulness is nonsense, and anything that is nonsensical is unpre-
dictable. Any material or activity that doesaot make sense to a chlldwill
make it more difficult for him to read.

But meaningfulness of materials and activities is not enough--a child
must also feel Confident hé Is at liberty to'predict, to make use of what he
already knows. With prediction there is a constant possibility of error--but
then readers who read without ever making errors are not reading efficiently,
they are processing far more information than is usually necessary. The child
who will become a halting, inefficient reader is one who is afraid to make a
mistake. The worst strategy for any reader who is having difficulty under-
standing text is to slsiw down and make sure that every word is identified cor-
rectly.

The notion that prediction should be encburaged worries many teachers;
it may sound as if a virtue is being made out of error. But one should distin-
guish prediction from reckless guessing. The guesser is usually the child try-
ing to achieve what the. teacher is demanding and getting every word right, no
matter how little relation it bears to sense. A striking characteristic of older
children with low reading ability is that they read as if they have no expectation
or interest thal the material might make sense, but are determined to get the
words rioht at all costs.

Besides, accuracy is overrated. There are only two possibilities for a
mistake made during reading--either the mistake will make.a difference to'the
meaning, or it will not. If the mistake will make no difference--if the child
reads "house" instead of "apartment"--then it will make no difference. There
is no need to worry. But if the mistake does make a differenceif he reads
"house" instead of "horse"--then the reader who is predicting will subsequently
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notice the anomaly, simply because he is following the meaning. The child who
overlooks obvious errors of sense is not the child who rushes through to under-
stand gist, but the/one who tackles theyassage one word at a time.

How then catredictioh be taught? There are some obvious methods,
such as encouraging a child to guess what a difficult word might be, and playing
reading games where the teacher stops suddenly, or leaves .an occasional word
put, or Makes an occasional deliberate mistaku But more important Ikthink is
that prediction should not be discouraged. Prediction is a natural aspect of

o language. The preferred strategies for a child who meets an unfamiliar word
in an interesting story he is reading are the same as those for fluent readers:
first skip, and second guess. Sooner or later the child will have to predict if
he is to become a fluent reader. Feedback is an essential part of all learning
acti;ities, but it can come too soon, or too often. A child Who pauses before
he identifies a word may not war4 the teacher to help him to "sound it out," nor
the rest of the class to tell him what it is--he may in fact know what the wbrd is
and simply be wonderi what it has to do with the rest of the sentence. A
child who "makes a m take" need not be "corrected" by having the teacher--
or ihe rest of the class--put him right immediately.. If left to himself, be might
self-correct in the following sentence, a far more valuable skill 'in re4ng than
the blind ability to word-call. One of the beautiful advantages of reading sense
is that it provides its own feedback; errors become self-evident.

One of the most formidable impediments to prediction--al all levels of
reading--is anxiety. A child who is afraid to make a mistake is by definition
anxious, and therefore unwilliheto take the necessary risks of predicting. An.
Individual of any age labelled as a reading problem will show anxiety, especial-
ly in situations where he feels he is being evaluated; his reluctance to predict
will lead to laborious and nonsensical reading, and his "difficulty."will become

.T.a selitfulfilling prophecy.
Predktion is not everything in reading. Other important considerations

include the efficient use of short-term memory, the minimal use (IF visual
cues, and the selection of an appropriate rale of speed for particular reading

, tasks, together with the acquisition of effective strategies for the identification
of unfamiliar words from conteNt. But these are all skills that come primarily
through the practice of reading; they are fostered rather than taught (in f
many teachers are not aware of the extent to which these skills are involve

. reading). The advantage of prediction is that it facilitates precisely the kind o
eonfident, successful, and meaningful reading practice through which all of the

a critical skills of reading are acquired.

NOTE

1Empirical support for the theoretical assertions made in this paper, and
more complete treatment of many of theissues rased, will be found in twq
books by Frank SmithUnderstanding Reading (1971) and Psycho linguistics and
Reading (1973), both published by Holt, Rinehart and Winston, New yorkt
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PRAGMATICS: STILL ANOTHER CONTRIBUTION OF LINGUISTICS
rT 0 READING

Roger W. Shuy

It has always amused linguists that the field of reading would allow to de-
'velop the notion that there is such a thing as "a linguistic approach to reading"..
One of the more obvious aspects of the act of reading (in most languages leezt)
is that, in some mysterious woo', the knowledge of his languagorthat a reader
possesses is called upon and made use of. There can be little question about .

this activity among most readers who are speakers of alphabetic languages.
This is not to say that such readele do not also call on other Undoubted-
ly they make heavy use of the very stuff of psyphology, but we have/yet to hear
of "The psychology approach tokreading." It seems rather clear that sada and ,

cultural knowledge are also cared upon by the reader but them hal' been no dig-
cernible rush to establish a "sociological approach to realize, The major
piinciples of information processing are 'utilized blithe reading'process but no
movement seems to be.fomenting for "an informatibn proceseing approach to
reading." Why tinguisics has been singularly blessed Ivith such a burden is not
at all clear but the phenomenon is certainly apparent when state textbook selec-
tion committees (as in Texas) set # "The linguistic approach" as a category of
reading materials which must be represented on the state adoption list.

At first bluskit would appear tha linguists could be happy to lie sehighly
valued by reading teachers but a closer examination of the eituation will reveal
that the attention paid by reading specialists to Ungulate has been superficial,
fragmented and misguided. The reasons for this warped view of the field are
norentirely the fault of the 'reading establishment. Lingulitemust share the
blame, largely because they are generally imavierettqil going CaImder the

,I.eame of linguistics in this field. But here, as on every other occasion in which
the excuse is utilized, ignorance 113 certainly not excusable..

Lingtests, for example, have known for iome time that their field involves
a great deal more than phonology. Yet all through the fifties and Mites the
term linguistics was synonymous with letter-sound aerrespondences for most
people in reading research, materials develOpment and teaching. Such aware-
nese was often accompanied by sighs of relief that however esoterfc tbis new
linguistics might be, it at least bore some silnilarity to -more comfortable
phonics, giving birth to the enduring coilEon between phonetics and phonics,
a distinction made clearly by Charles Fries but missed completely by those who
chose not to see it. '

Another trivialization of the presumed lihguistic approach to readingcame

k
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about as a result of efforts to*Dly the then orthbdoxy of language teaching to
the reading process. Repetition drilla were very popular at that time and it
was naturally assumed that sentences like "Nan can fan pan" would bring sys-
tomato, predictable regularity to the otherwise chaotic chore of learning to
read. Now linguistics meant two things: 'noise making and repeated noise mak-
Mg. Where linguists-were ipernating through all of this 111 not Very clear.

e Those who were not languishing in their ivory towere of Old Irish pronouns
were undoubtedly ignorant of the fact that language contains words; grammar,
sentences, discourse, context.and, above all, meaning, or they pould not ob-

* serve the underlying sense of it all. At any rate, a new orthodoxy developed
'and "Nat the-fat rat" came into prominence and the linguistic approach was re-
defined.

. Largely through the eff o rts of Kenneth Goodman, Frank Smi and their
colleagues and students, a counter movement to the oliviously ove awn focus
on language units'smaller ttian a Word developed. The new eviden ,ampres-
sively researched and eloquently presented, argues against decodi and fOr
moving immediately to syntax processing. Linguistics is again re fined to in-
clude sentence and discourse level processing. The major objection to thia
healthy infusion of new blood into the reading process is that it tends
gorically reject other legitimate language processing units. Tcebe sure, letter-
sound correspondences are grossly overemphasized in mostreading prograai
and it may well be that by paylng continuous attention to only thephonological
language access in reading,thore students are lost from boredom than from.,
ignorance or willful slothfulness. In any case, borrowing their premises from
claasical generative grammar, Goodman anci Smith see reading as syntax or
discourseeprOcessing of meaning units, not the one-to-one decoding of sound

.units. This healthy advance in understanding how language processing takes
place in reading is generally referred to as psycholinguistics and reading.

. Not ii . disagreement with the excellent notions of Goodman and Smith but
in reaCtion to the still apparent incompleteness of this concept of linguistics, 1
convened a symposium on linguistics and reading at the 1973 New Orleans
meeting of the International Reading Association. It was my contention that
many aspects of linguistics, could be brought to bear on the act of reading be-_
sides those of phonology and grammar. Sociolinguistics, for' example, is one' .

such area. Another is a rapidly developing field of study shared by anthropolo-
gists anci linguists generally referred to as the ethnography of communic'ation.
In additionNve need to know a great deal more about the interrelationship of
child language acquisition and the ways in which he acquires reading skills and
processing. The area of linguistics which seemed most attractive, however,
grows out of a developing theory which exists almost in reaction against the ex-
cesses of generative grammar. Recently the term pragmatics has come to be
ustd by linguists to refer to the task of recording and explaining a portion of
linguistic reality. Pragmatics is generally concerned with the broader role of
context as it is related to-the beliefs and attitudes of the participants in a com-
munication event. It deals with their status relationships and the purpose or
intent of their communication.

'This developing interest in pragmatics by linguists grows out of the
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the fi s of linguistics and reading had both tried, for
controversy about whether or niicitiliyntax can be dealt with in isolation from
me ng. Oddly enough,
a lnthy period, to separate meaning from the major thrdst of their work. One
might legitimately ask what the concept of reading might refer to if it does not
involve meaning. one also might,question what the field of grammar might de.-
note if meaning continued to be separated from the analysis. But even the more
traditional generative grammarians, those who believe that syntax should be
studied autonomously, must work with a meaning-preserival2typothesis. That
is, they must assume that stages in the derivation of a ar related by
transformational rules must not cilifer in meaning Priffin, 1974j. To preset**
such a hypothesis, it is necessary to spe.culate about the factors that contribute
to meaning. It is obvious that some differences in meaning are smaller than
others and some are more inconsistent and are considered to be pragmatic.
Meaning differences which are large and consistent are considered semantic.
Therefore, linguists interested in semantics should include referencedto
pragmatics. More specifically, linguists who have begun to question the com-
pleteness or appropriateness of the body of linguistic facts which have tradi-
tionallyrbeen considered to be the subject matter of linguistics have come to
consider the appropriateness of pragmatics as a necessary beginning point in
linguistic analysis. There are three eesential claims made by such linguists':

1. That native speakers ktrw not only the form of sentences but
also the appropriate use of them.

2. That native speakers understand the relationahip between
sentenC'es which are formally, syntadtically and semantically
distinct.

3. That native speakers can carry on conversations with sentences
'that the syntax and semantics does not predict, but that seem
regular and predictable.

To account fop these factors of language use in natural context, linguists make
use of the pragmatics of natural language.

It seems obvious, then,- that pragmatics deals with the aspects 01 meaning
that are token oriented, not type orieuted. That is, the element to investigate
is the utterance, not the sentence. Furthermore, the utterance *Let be inves-
tigated in a well-defined context. The major question underlying the study of
pragmatics involves a decision about where the difference etvrieen semantics
and syntax actually regides.

Whenever anew development in linguistics takes plaCe it seems appropri-
ate to consider how such developments relate to reading. It would seem that
the major contributions of such developments would be at the middle-level of
readinerather than at the level of the onset of reading development.

At this point, it may be aPPropriatb to point out *hat appears to be a con-
trast between the ppsition of Goodman and Smith from my own stanee on the re-
lationship of reading to language piocessing. Whereas Goodman and Smith ap-
pear to deny the usefulness of early level decoding, I stress its usefulness,
but by no means to the extent attributed to it by most commerical reading
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materials. It is my pcfsition, in fact, that learning to read involves bOth the
numdace behavior skins stressed by traditional reading programs and the cog-
nitive processes argued for by Goodman and Smith. My position on what hap-
pens in the learning-to-read process is that at the onset of reading, the more
behavioral processes tend to dominate, but u the reader learns more and more
about reading, he calls more and more on cognitive strategies, especially
those which involve processing larger and larger language accesses. More
precisely, at Use onset of reading, the reader processes letter-sound corres-
pondences, a skill which one learns primarily in order to begin to aeny it in
favor of other more cognitive strategies later on.

A schematic illustration of my theory of the language accesses involved
in the reading process is the following:

100
Let:telt-sound
Correspondence

Syllables

Morphemes

Words
"C

Sentences

Ltnguistic
Context

Pragmatic
Context

Well-developed
Reading

It should be ctear, howe%er, that this schematic illustratkat is not a'
description based on research but rather it is a reasonabls estimate of what is
likely to be the case once the necessary research has been done. Of particular
importance is that it dttplays letter-sound correspoiidence as crucial at the
onset of learning to read, then decreasingly importamt or: the learning-to-read
proces e:elops. Stmiler progression can be notedi for aprh of the other
langu. e accesses, wIth particular focus, in the case f.)ragmattcer on the in-
cre ng signiftcance of context and discourse. Note especially that both ac-
cease are available and important at the onset of learning to read but of rela-
tively l cruciality at that time. As the learner continues to progress, how-
ever, he ktil la less and less on the word to sub-word level accesses and more
and :pore oil the language accesses that are larger than word level.

.kt this potnt it should be noted that most language learning activity paral-
lels the learning to read progression insofar as the early stages of learning are
relatively clear cut and show obvtous gains whereka the middle and advanced
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stage of language learning are less well-known and obvious. That is, la almost
every came, the stages in the beginning courses language learning are rela-
tively well known and measurable but, as the learner progresses, the exact
stages in his program are less and less clear. From a commercial viewpoint,
we know considerably more about how to construct introductory courses than wedo about how to construct advanced ones.

The parallels to reading instruction Ifiould be clear. Historically we
have developed reasonably good onset reading program' but increasingly inef-fective advanced ones. Most children who are learning to read show predict-
able gains during the first year or so, then demonstrate,, according to our ad-mittedly weak measurement system, progressive fall alt for the next few years.One contention of this paper la that a reason for this fall off is that the teaching
program continues to focus on onset skill development in stages in which more
appropriate strategies would involve larger and larger chunking of the language
accesses. A second contention is that a teaching program in reading should be
constructed to develop middle-level reading skills, a program which will call
on a child's knowledge not only of syntax (as Goodman and others areloing) but
also one wh:ch will make use of the child's pragmatic knowledge--his knowledgeabout how language is used. The remainder of this paper will be devoted
set of suggestions for research and development along such lines.

In a recent paper on pragmatie,x, Griffin pointed out some obvi
tie realized things which the act of reading can accomplish. It is depressing
that the field of reading is so frequently conceived of as a methodology rather
than a content. One important contribution of linguistics to reading has been toidentify language and language processing in particular aa one of the content
areas of reading. More commonly, perhape, reading is thought to provide an
access to new knowledge through the way such knowledge is obJectivized or un-locked by reading the words about it. Griffin suggests still another unlockingprocess, one which more clearly evidences the influence of pragmatics in read-ing. In an informal experiment, Griffin first had subjects read the following
sentences:

"Have you traveled much since you came to the Philippines?" Elsa
asked Carol.

"Well just In Cebu province. I went to Hanao and MoalbOal lastmonth and last week I tisited some friends in Talisay." Carol
answered.

Many accomplished readers of English do not know the names of three towns inthe province of Cebu in the Philippines. Before the reading task, subjects wereasked to name three towns in the Philippines. If the three in the reading pas-sage or any other actual towns were named, 01 subject was rejected. Then
the passage was offered to the remaining subj1k. After reading it, the sub-
)ects were asked to name some towns in Cebu province. Practically 'all sub-jects could name all three noted in the passage despite the fact that the passageat no point identifies them as towns. The places named could be, for example.
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parts of one town for all the passage, actually tells us. If the words Of the pas-
sage do not tell the readers that the three cities#re in Cebu province, how did
the reader leant-this? By calling on his knowlAge ofAanguage pragmatics.
The experiment demonstrates that reading can add to the reader's store of
facts about tire world.that enter his knowledge belie by means of language use
rather thaney objective semantic identity.

If the first sentence in the passage had read "Have you visited many
towns..." instead col "Have you traveled much..." the reader would have been
specifically clued with semaitic matches for the three towns. But language is
not always used so precisely and readers, like any other users of language,
learn how to process pragrnatically as well as semantically. One of the curious
things about such a lack of semantic specificity is that human beings seenr-To be
paradoxically programmed to need to be specific and, at the same time, to
need to be subtly suggestive. It is well known that the use of connotation and
synonymy allow for semantic subtlety. A second contribution to language sub-
tlety appears to be available through the understanding Of bow meaning is ac-
complished through sentence use, or through the combined use of more than one
sentence.

Since readers can acquire knowledge about the real world through language
use, it would appear,obvious that knowledge of the facts about language use in
the real world is useful if not necessary for good reading. The readers in the
Griffin experiment learned something that was not otherwise made explicit
solely by means of their knowledge of language use. Why not encapsulate such
knowledge in the development of a reading program? Language users do not
have to depend on outright statements. Nor do they require or expect lengthy
ones. In reading. as in normal oral language, there is much that is left unsaid.
Such information is often implied by what is said and is often filled in by the
reader In terms of his background knowledge of the real world.

The theory of reading I wish to support is one in which the learner eventu-
ally awuires the ability to spot implications, to understand what is left unsaid,
to ski0over redundancies, to spot the important, to skim over the unimportant
and many other highly important cognitive processes. What we have lacked in
order to beild on such a theory has been a theory of language which will enable
such reading research to be relevant and focused. Classical generative gram-
mar could not provide such a theory. It avoided the very study of meaning 1111
much as possible and cared less for non-linguistic context conditions. The con-
tention of this paper Is that the developing field of pragmatics Is beginning to
offer such a theory.

All of the exact types of informatiOn which may be implied friom a dis-
course have not yet been satisfactorily determined. Even though such informa-
tion is as yet unsettled. H. P. Grice's (1967) delimitation bf conversational im-
plIcatures includes principles and maxims which shape the discourse.

Grice's cooperative principle says only that the contribution of partici-
pants in a conversation should follow the accepted principle of language ex-
change. -Varioua maxims support this principle. The maxim of quantity re-
quires that each contribution should he ass informative as is required but not ir-
relevantly informative. The maxim of qu:A itv :Ws only that each contribution
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should not include what is believed to be false or lacking in eyidence. The
maxinf of relation specifies that conversational participants should be relevant.
The maxim of manner requires participants to avoid ambiguity, obscurity and
disorder. Grice's contention is that the cooperative principle is necessary for
language exchanges of any type to be successfully carried out. When these
principles and maxims are violated, confusion and lack of comprehension fol-
lows. ,yet such information, as has been noted earlier, has little or nothing to
do with the literal cdatent of the grammatical structures. Instead it relates to
knowledge of how language is used in the real world.

In recent times, linguists interested in the pragmatics of natural language
have begun to explore what is Involved in processing such sentences as, "It
certainly is hot in here" which, under proper contextual circumstanees may be
understood to mean "Please open the window" or "Turn down the ttermoatid."
Likewise, we all know if, when seated at a dinner table, someone says "Can
you pass the butter" one does not respond by saying "yes I can."

Thus, this aspect of language, little studied in any formal sense, pro-
vides us with facts about how semantic processfig takes place when the sukface
manifestation of language, as in the sentence "It ce ainly is hot in here,"
bears little phonological or lexical relationship to ying meaning.
Since a great deal of reading instruction is based o t umed one-to-one
relationship al written words to dictionary meaning, ly that pragmatic
aspects of language have been almost totally neglecte ither as a potential
problem or as a likely asset.

Children who are,learning to read already know a great deal about lan-
guage. They may not be able to articulate exactly what it is that they know
(this comes later, in endless semesters of something called Engiish grammar)
but there can be little doubt about the .f act that they know it. What linguists who
study pragmatics add to this known situation is that these same children also
know a great deal about language usage. That is, they know a great many of the
language routines such as the "Can you please pass the butter" type noted earli-
er. In essence, what we need to knde about the interface between the pragma-
tics of natural language and learner* to read are several things:

1. What is the extent to which such knowledge is applied in reading?
2. What are the conflicts or potential conflicth that grow out of a

differeacT between the aspects of pragmatics used by the writer
and the pc ct s of pragmatics called upon by the reader?

3. What are the differences, if they exist, between the facts about
language usage which a person calls upon in speaking old listen-
ing as opposed to reading and writing.

To this point we have focussed on the ways in which reading can offer new
facts about the world if the reader will only call on his knowledge of how lan-
guage is used. The obverse is eq all y true. If the reader does not have the
appropriate facts about the real orld and language usage available to him, he
may not be able to read the pass: t e in which such information is critical.
Carol Chomsky's research shows,that the developmental acquisition of certain

I
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grammatical structures bears a direct relationship to tlikchild's ability to
process such structures in reading (Chomsky, 1972). 'fib evidence for the
need for a match between grammatical structure and reading seems to Justify
our hypothesis that a similar match must exist between pragmatics and read-
ing. As Griffin observes, "accomplished readers acquire fads about the world
from reading and on the other hand need to have facts aboulothe world to be ac-
compllshed readers" (Griffin, 1974).

Whenever there is an interchange between died . when the facts of
one field are exchanged with the facts of another, 4r4e 'tie Inevitable problem
of terminology. Even an apparently clear word 'like c xt btears furither
sqrutiny. Some reading manuals refer to content clues& bad "general very lit-
tle is done with them.

Context may be seen to be helpful to the re;iler on many levels at the
same time. The information which is left unsaid in any itven sentence ia deep-
ly dependent upon the context in which it muM be implied. On a more obvioue
level, a sentenee like "Father drove to the supermarket" leaves unsaid several
obvious facts. For one thing, the setting is clearly mid-twentieth century, a
fact signaled by the term, superznarkift. Having determined this, the word
drove signals the existence of a car (more quantitatively predictable than truck
or bus) rather than a horse, donkey or goat. ;there is little in.the.semantic
structure of supermarket which signals modernity. There is even less in drove
which signals car. Yet most readers will clearly fill in such information as
they process the Bedew in question. To put all such information in the sur-
face form of the sentenib would yield something like "In the mid 'twentieth cen-
tury at an unspecified particular time, Father drove a car (probably his own)
to the supermarket (probably for the purpose of purchasing groceries for his
family). Lavers of other implications can be imagined. One must fill in that
father had money aa a result of being gainfully employed (although other less
predactatile alternatives also are possible) and th:d he intended to provide tins-
tenni:we to his children (the word father implies children, including, quite.Illely,
the person who uttered the sentence).

Context can be increasingly helpful to the reader as the passage becomes
increasingly predictable. Since cliches are t1;e most predictable, they provide
the most predictable contexts for reading:

Sharp aa a
as a cucumber.

Familiarity of object, concept or event is almost as predictable as cliches:

I eat lots of bread and j
The batter hit the

Since it seems clear that readersoeediet what they do not know on trbe
basis of what they do know, it would seem appropriate to make use of predict-
able contexts, even cliches, in early reading situations. More important, it
would seem appropriate to avold,unpredictable contexts, such as figures of
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speech. metaphdrs or-unknown concepts at such a stage in reading acquisition.
Few reading programs ask the reader to call on cdtext clues in any positive,
constructive way. Most programs could benefit even from knowing bow to
avoid counter productive contexts.

One prcblem in developing context processing skills itrreaders is in get-
ting the children to know where to look for critical information oiclues. It is
my opinion that an early stage would be *provide sentences with a blank with
several potential fillers. The child museeelect okIiller, then mark the wool
or words in the sentence which motivated that selectfan. For example:

The sailors were readying their
and
planes
cars
boats
wet

for winter

In this case the reader would pick boats and circle sailors as the mntivation.
Naturally, it would be possible to believe that sailors might ready their cars
or planes for winter storage, but this choice is less predictable than boats.
The other two choices, and and wet. are excluded cc grammatical grounds.

Similar language processing exercises might include the use of sentences
with strategically placed blanks but with no particular focus on specific moti-
vating clues. For example:

Jane's room is because the is open.
Giant broke over the deck of the

The skill involved Ili learning turocess reading by conte hies rune
counter to a widely held but obviously erroneous assumption of re ing--that
the reader should read carefully. On the contrary, the skill to bOAdeveloped le
one of learning tolignore as much of the printed page us possible while still
getting the general meaning. Ironically enough, most tests of reading compre-
hension rui the risk of penalizing the efficient reader who has learned to make
use of context clues to spot the 'portant parts of the passage and to skim over
the usimPorlant. For example, the following type of question requires the
reader td pay careful attention to relatively unimportant details:

Read the sentence below. Put an X by any ether following sentence
that means the same thing as the first sentence.

A red fox family on a single hunt may catch elan pounds
or more of mice and rabbits.

On a sing% hunt, a red fox family may catch
eight pounds or more of rabbits and mice.
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Eight pounds or more of mice and rabbits may
catch a red fox family on a single hunt.

Eight or more red foxes on a hunt may catch a
single family of mice or rabbits.

As many as eight pounds or more of mice and
rabbits may be caught by a red fox family on a single hunt.

Such an exercise as the one above seems to contribute little to the efficient
acquisition of meaning through reading. Lf anything, the task will develop cau-
tious and suspicious readers. Rather, the task of processing involves confi-
dence and a willingness to hypothesize from Milted information. The real
trick is in learning to seek out the right clues and to avoid the wrong ones. I
have often wondered why we have not made better use of the knowledge and intui-
tion of goad readers in an effort to discover how they actually process such pas-
sages as the following:

Can you remember when a friend wanted something you had?
And you wished you had something that belonged to your friend?
And then the two of you.traded? Long ago, before there was any
money everyone traded the things they didn't need for the things
they wanted. Suppose you had two cows but no hay to feed them.
You might find someone who would irade you some hay for one of
your cowq, Then both of you would have what you needed.

But sometimes trading didn't work so well. lometimes
traders couldn't decide Just how much hay one cow was worth.
Evewhen they did agree, there were problems. They might de-
cide the hay was.worth only half a sow. But since half a cow is
really no cow at all, the man would still have to give a 'whole cow
for the hay. Trading was sometimes disappointing. And it was
often hard work.

.

Recent experiments in walking a child through a reading test, administer-
ing it individually and orally have been very revealing. vve have learned, for
example, when asking achild why be answered what he did, that be sometimes
answers wrong even though he knows the right answer or that he answers right
but for the wrong reasons. pne can only wielder what a test score can mean
when the variation of right and wrong answers is so whimsical. By the same

$ token, it is revealing to have children read passages like the preceding, then
immediately say the three 'fords which stand out most in their memories.
Good readers will recall trading, problem, cow or perhaps other important
Words in the passage. By tracing the clues offered by good readers, we can
learn something about the process involved in such search strategies. Eventu-
ally we can learn that a word which is often repeated is not always an efficient
cies. In this sense, the word problem is probably a more efficient clue than
cow or.hav -/1
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F rom such exercises we can learn that use of context, in the field of
reading, refers to the act of determining the meanitig of an unknown word by
first noting the of the sentence, then guessing at the meaning of the unknown
word which appe s in it. The other words in the sentence and perhaps even the
syntax help the child unlock its meaning. The sentence "There were seven yel-
low fleegles growing in the backyard," contains an unknown word, fleegles. An
informal check on the reactions of twenty subjects showed that fleegles are
thought to be flowers or bushes. The fact that seven of them can grow in a back-
yard implies something about size. That they are yellow tends to rule out the
more commonly known trees.

In the case of the pragmatics of natural language, the term context takes
on additional meanings. The basic meanings of the word, in such instances,
are assumed to be known. "Can you pass the butter" contains no words which
come cl6se to the "fleegles" category in this regard. Linguists consider con-
text to be more than just the surrounding syntax and phonology. It includes the
social context, a reflection of the expectations of both the wrtter and the reader,
the attitudes, beliefs and values inherent in botbthe purpose of the sender and
the subjective reactions of the receiver.

The sense of situational appropriateness in such a wide range oCcontextual
possibilities can be very complex. Recently, for example, I observed a prag-
matic confusion in a Physician's office. The patient, obviously contemplative
about the purpose of her physic4 examination, completely misunderstood the
ddctor's opening greeting:

Doctor: Hello, Mrs. J , how are you today?
Mrs. J: Well, I've been having a lot of pain in my side.

No words were uttered by either the patient or the doctor as the realiza-
tion of both of their errors took place. Only awkward silence and body twisting
ensued. In most social contexts, "How are you" has little or nothing to do with
one's health. In a doctor's office, however, the territory becomes confused, at
least for some patients.

Likewise, the status expectation of a reader or listener is critical to ef-
fective communication. Regardless of how much empathy a physician may de-
velop for a working class patient, some evidence exists that it is inappropriate
for the doctor to try to talk with his patient in the patient's own social dialect.
Instances in which such behavior has been recorded seem to indicate that a
patient's expectation is for the doctor to speak "doctor talk," not "patient talk."
He is expected to be clear and he must develop receptive competence for his
patent's language, but he runs the risk of inappropriate violation of expectation
if he trtes to speak it.

In the research on vernacular Black English done primarily in the sixties,
it was established that there is a continuum which ranges from the sort of
speech used in everyday life to the type which is found in more formal writing.
Speakers of non-itaard vernacular versions of English tend to be farther
away from written language than are speakers of a more standard dialect. Thus,
when it cones time for speakers of a non-stsandard English to learn to read, the
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relationship of writing to speec5 sets up a greater predictability gap than it
does for standard English speakers. As a result of this realization, several
hypotheses were suggested (Wolfram, 1973) but few were ever thoroughly as-
sessed. It was suggested for example, that a sentence such as "Jane asked if
she could have some cake" might be grammatically unpredictable for a child
whose home language specified the equivalent "Jane ask could she have some
cake." .The exact consequences of such unpredictability waa never really
charted, for the issue became clouded with non-linguistic-considerations,
mainlY by the negative reactions of the general pubLic to any written manifesta-
tions of non-standard language In an educational context. The principle of the
mismatch, or potential mismatch of the spoken versus the written language con-

`tlnues to be operative, however, even in cues In which non-ptandard versus
standard EngLish Is not an issue. At the onset of readidg InsAuction, when the
children are focusing most of their efforts on processing at the word level or
below, such a mismatch may be less obtrusive. But once the child goes beyond
the more mechanical aspects of reading and into more cognitive predicting at
the sentence anci discourse level, the similarities between the language used In
real life and the language which one haa to read may become Increasingly tm-
clear. The stuff about language which he knows and uses in his own speaking
may be known and used by a writer In a quite different manner. Such a mis-
match can prevent proper clue processing and hamper effective readings, es-
pecially for the reader who has mastered the smaller language unit processing
skills adequately enough to have begun to call on them less and less while he
moves to syntactic and discourse oriented processing.

Many of the potential miematches which can occur In the processing of
sentences by middle-level readers stem from the generally unrecognized differ-
ences which exist between spealdng and writing repertoires. There are certain
things that one writes but never speaks and others which one speaks but never
writes. For example, we typically write "He will go" but say "He's going to
go." But such differenc6 between speech ankwriting are not limited to gram-
matical distinctions. Frequently we Include iirelevant information in written
language, especially unmemorable subordinate clauses which are Inserted
either to compact more information into the sentence or to represent an air of
jaunty youthfulness:

John, who wears how ties and short pants, never plays football
or tennis.

Such a sentence clearly violates Grlce's cooperative principle. What la
suggested is that a careful study be made of the ways in which early and middle 4(
level reading materials handle the various maxims which support the coopera-
tive principle. Does irrelevance Interfere with inpaning? Is the passage am-
biguous, obscure or disorderly?

Saidents who are learning to read already know quite a bit about language
usage. We have known for quite some time that they know a great deal about
grammar and phonolotcy. To date we have been primarily concerned about the
latter and we have tended to ignore the former, the pragmatics of language as it
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relates to reading. Just exagily how does a reader apply his knowledge of lan-
guage pragmatics to the readfiai process? What are the conflicts between the
language pragmatics of the writer and those of the reader? How different are
the facts of usage in writing from those of spealdng? Are such gaps inherent?
Are they exacerbated by particular materials? Does the focus on certain
methods of teaching reading al certain times in the curriculum lead to more
extensive gaps? Exactly which principles or maxims of language usage are
typically violated in reading materials? What types of conflicts between the
language pragmatics of reader and writer aretolerated? Which ones are
critical?

These and many other questions have been revealed by the recent develop-
ments of pragmatics in linguistics. The implication for reading is obvious.
What remains to be done is the work.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF READINOkaiOLLS WItHIN
A BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROGRAM1

G. Richard Tucker

EdUcators in diverse countries, including Canada and the United States,
scre often faced with the necessity ateaching some of their pupils via a "weaker'
language. This situation may arise, for example, in a country where .some
foreign language of wider communication (e.g., English, French, Spanish) or
an indigenous nationaylaufluage (e.g., lianas, Filipino, Swahili) has been
adopted as the medium of instruction for all pules; or in a country where immi-
grant children from divree backgrounds enter a monolingual schnol system; or
perhaPe even in a sefti* where speakers Of a nonstandard dialect (e.g.. Bletk
nansiMktard English, Haitian Creole, Quebec Joual) attend a school where the
teachers and the texts employ only a mo4 prestigious standard form. InAitua;
now such as these, it would seem appropriate to consider the adoption of some .

form of bilingual inetruction.
In addition, programa of bilingual instruction have been developed and

Used la mazy countries where 'a serious desire exists to develop in pupils coin- .
.petence:ineach 0:twe official languages (e.g. , English and French in parts of
Canada; Afrikasier and English in parts of South Africa; Flemish and French in
:parts of Belghtm);

Deapttq the existence of diverse approaches to bilingual education through-
-.44 the wOild, the nuinber of programs which have been systematically and

álilàalty evaluated-remains disappointingly small. In particular, lowitudinal
evaluations have been noticeably lacking (see, however, reports from Canada by
Lambert & Tucker, 1972 and by Sealb, in press; from Ireland, by Macnamara,
1966; from Mexico, by Modlano, 1968; from tbe Philippines, by Davis, 1987;
and from the United States, by Cohen, 1974;.and.by Richardson, 1968).

In general, bilingual education programs seem to be deSigned to achieve
one_ of two basic goals. Some seem clearly formulated icifogter equal facility
in both languages with a concomitant development of appreciation forthe values
and traditions of both ethnolinguistic groups while other, utilize the deirelop-
meat of early skills in the child's mother tongue as a "bridge" leadieg lóWard
the more effective development of competence in some other target.language.
In programs of this latter type, study via the tnother tongue is often abandonel"
after a transition has been made to the secand.language.

Persistent Questions. Whenever educators consider the adoption of some
form of bilingual education, they must decide in what order they will sequence
the introduction of instruction via the mother tongue and the second languaie;
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and furthermore in what order theS, will sequence the introduction of reading in
the two languages to achieve optimal results in their particular sociolinguistic
setting. pigle (in press) has recently completed a critical review of twenty-
five studies which bear in some way on this important topic. Unfortunately, it
seem); virtually impossible to draw any universally applicalile generalizalionsfrom her survey.

,Th thig.paper, I propose io describe briefly four very different types of/
tilikigual:education programs; and then to report in some detail the results of a
rebel:41'y 'completed analysis of the development.over eight years, of reading
skillt; in English and in French within the context of a bilingual education pro-
gratn for English-speaking youngsters in Montreal.

.).* Bilingual Education in Haiti

IFYIn the Republic of Haiti, standard :t"h P,French comprisesthe madjarn/
of instruction within the government schoo system. The majority of the citizen-
ry, however, speak--as their mother t gue--a dialectal variation popularly
referred to as Haitian Creole' which ere from the standard form in certain
aspects of phonology, lexicon and syntax: All textbooks are written in the
standard form, and supposedly all instruction occurs only in the standard. Infact, howeyer, it la reported that teachers often informally and wipout authori-
zation do use spoken Creole with their pupils--at least in the early grade levels
(H. De Ronceray, personal.communication). Unfortunately, fewer than 2% of
all eligible Haitian pupils pass the sixth grade examination); and proceed to
secondary education.

,

In October, 1974, the Centre Haitien d'Investigetion en Sciences Sociales
(CHISS) initiated an experimental program to assess the efficacy of a bilingual
education program which will involve the initial use oll Creole as a Medium of .instruction with a gradual bridge into standard French. In this program, pu-
pils will first be taught to read in their vernacular by specially-trained teach-
era u sing newly-prepared vernacular-language materials. They will receivebra

)
training in Itench as a second language with the gradual introduction of

reading in standard French and an ultimate bridge into complete instruction via
standard French during the middle primary years. The performance of experi-
mentally instructed pupils will be systematically-compared with that of several
groups of control pupils whose instruction will consist of minor variations of
the present curricular patterns.

Th6 CHISS te:un has received funding to develop and to monitor this pro-
gram over an initial four-year period with the possibility of later extensions.
The fationale for this approach rests on the attractive but unproven assumption
that children who are introduced to schooling in their mother tongue (in this
case, a dialectal variation of the target language) and to the development of
initial reading skills in their own vernacular will ultimately develop a greater
proficiency in standard French and a higher level of content-subject mastery
than Haitian pupils who begin their schooling in the target language. Let us .

turn now for a moment to a very different sociolinguistic setting.
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Bilingual Zducation in the Philippines 4

For many years. English was the sole medium of instruction inall Philip-
pine schools. In 1957, however, as a-result, in part, of a study conducted in
the province of Rio lo (see Ramos, Api Bar & Sibayan, 1967) a decision was
made to use the prevailing local vernacular as the medium of instruction in
grades one and two with a shift to English as the major medium in grade three.
Following this approach, initial instruction and initial reading activitieg,occur
in the child's mother tongue. Oral English-as-a-Second Language (ESL) activi-
ties begin in grade one with English reading-readiness activities to commence
in grade two. A follow-up experiment was conducted several years later in
Rizal province (see Davis, 1967) to replicate and extend the finding of the
original Iloilo experiment and to try to determine empirically the most appro-
priate time to introduce reading in English. The performance of five groups of
pupils was examined. The groups varied according to the level of introduction
of reading in English and of instruction in English (see Table 1).

Table 1

Design of the Rizal Experiment

nglish instruction began Grade English reading began
1 2

1 Group 1 .

3 Group 2 Group 4
5 Group 3 Group 5

The general finding from this well-designed and well-executed study was
that the time at which reading in English was introduced or the sequencing of
vernacular and second language reading apparently made little difference in
pupils/ performance on an English language reading test. However, a "language

r elfect" did emerge in that the children who had used English as their medium of
instruction for the longest time had the highest scores on the language test at
grade six. This trend continued and, in fact, beCathe even more pronounced
when the performance of the children was re-evaluated at the end of their
secondary schooling (Revil, et al. 1968). In addition to these findings, it
would also seem appropriate to note that the exclusive use of one language as
the major medium of instruction results in transition difficulties for pupils at
whatever level the change is made to the final non-native target language (see
Tucker et al., 1970). Let us now turn to an example from somewhere closer to
home.

Bilingual Education in the United States

In the United states, the passage and subsequent funding of the Bilingual
Education Act (Title VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act) has .

provided the impetus and financial support for a large number of "model"
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bilingual education programs. Unatunately, very few of the Title VII projects
have been critically evaluated. However, some general statements can be
made about these programs. The,major concern according, to Cohen (1974, p.
95) has been for the "culturally-different and often economically-disadvantag10
child." Typically, the approach has been to teach the early curriculum in the
child's mother tongue (e.g., Frenc), Navajo, Spanish), while attempting to
develop English skills through a specially oriented ESL program, with the aim
of bridging into English-medium instruction at higher grade levels. Although
many researchers have suggested that reading in a second language should be
introduced only after the child has become literate in his mother tongue (e.g.,
Anderson & Boyer, 1970; Saville & Troike, 1971), Cohen (1974, p. 97, quoting
Perez) reports that "perhaps forty-five percent of ESEA Title VII bilingual edu-
cation programs introduce reading in two languages simultaneously'!"

As far as I have been able to tell, the analyses to date of the various
Title VII programs ,clo not permit us to generalize with any.deiree of confidence
about the optimal sequencing of mother tongue and second language for.-the de-
velopment of literacy or for related instructional purposes. Let.us turn now to
a program with which I have been personally affiliated for many years.

Bilingual Education in Canada: The St. Lambert Experiment

Nine years ago, in September 1965, the South Shore Protestant Regional
School Board began itd first experimental French "immersion" classes fbr a
group of English-speaking kindergarten children. This project, designed to
promote functional bilingualisp through a policy of home-schoOl language
switch, was initiated by the Board on an experimental basis in response/to
numerous requests from parents living in.the community. The program which

started out with two kindergarten classes in one school during 1965-66 has ex--
prided throughout the South Shore system. During the school year 1974-75,
this Innovative program is being offered from kindergarten through grade 9.
This year approximately 40% of all eligible kindergarten pupils'have enrolled in
an immersion program on the South Shore.

The kindergarten curricalum has beeri left largely to the discretion of the
participating teachers. They stress the development of vocabulary and passive
comprehension skills in French along with the other traditional kindergarten
activities. They use a direct native language approach, in contrast to the.
second language methods typically.used with English-speaking ohildren. At the
.end of the kindergarten year, the children,are assessed through direct observa-
tion by teachers and evaluators; but no attempt has eyer been made to test them .formally. By the end of the school year, most have atilt up an extensive recog7
nition vocabulary and attempt to use single French vocabulary items as well as
occasional short sentences. Productive skills vary.e`onsiderably from one ctild
to the next, but all are able to comprehend, without difficulty, simple children's
stories as well as their teacher's directions.

At the grade 1 level, reading, writing and arithmetic are introduced ex-
clusively via French. No attempt is made to teach the children to rearLin Eng-
lish, and parents axe specifically urged not to do so in the home. In grade 2,
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two daily half-hour periods of 'English Laiage Arts are introduced. The rest
of the curriculum remains essentially the same, with reading, writing, arith-
metic and elementary science being taught via French. The amount of instruc-
tion via English is increaaed gradually and by grade 7 slightlymore than 50% of
the curriculum is taught in English with the balance in French.

At the request of the Board authorities and the Minister of Educatibn of
the Province of Quebec we (see Lambert & Tucker, 1972) were asked to formal-
ly evaluate the program. The progress of the pupils in a Pilot Experimental
class and in a Follow-up Experimental class ham been compared each year with
carefully selected Control Classes of French children instructed via French and
English pupils taught via English. The Control Classes were selected from
schools in comparable middle-class neighborhoods. In view of the well-docu-
mented influence of social class on language and intellectual development, and
Since' the nuMber of Students involved was relatively small, considerable care
was taken to equate very carefully the Experimental and Control Classes on
intelligence and socioeconomic factors.

No attempt whatsoever was made to preselect or screen children for the
Experimental Classes on the basis of IQ or other variables; thus both the Pilot
and Follow-up Class& (in fact, all subsequent classes) contained children with
a wide range of IQ and even had a few pupils with recognized perceptual-motor
deficits.

We have now been following these two separate Experimental groups of
children, the Pilot and Follow-up Classes, since they began their formal
schooling. Thus far, after nine years, we are satisfied that this novel program
of second language teaching has not resulted in any native language or subject
matter (i.e., arithmetic or science) deficit. Nor does there appear to be any
cognitive retardation attributable to participation in this program. In summary,
tlzeperimental pupils appear to be able to read, write, spe erstand,

e English as well as youngsters instructed via English nventional
manner. In addition and at no cost they can also read, write, d under-
stand French in a way that English pupils who follow a tradill Program
never do. These children have acquired a mastery of the basic nts of
French phonology, morphology and syntax; and they have not develoPed the in-
hibition which so often characterizes the performance of the foreign or second
language student.

The Development of Reading Skills within the St. Lambert PrOject

The Pilot and Follow-up Experimentabclasses have now entered grades 9
and 8 respectively, and we continue to monitor their progress. Last spring, I
decided that it would be instructive to examine in some detail the development
of English and French reading skills by one group of these pupils and to examine
their performance on "reading" tests administered at the grade one, grade two,
and grade seven4vels.

Performance in Grade One. The Follow-up group Compriaed 38 children
in grade re. As I mentioned, they had received all instruction (including the
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development of reading skills) via French at the kindergarten and grade one
levels. As mentioned, standardized tests of (among other thtngs) English Lan-
guage Arts and French Language Arts were administered to these pupils and to
equivalent groups of English pupils attending English language schools and
French pupils attending French language schools althe end of the academic year.

On the Test de Rendement en Francais, the Experimental group overall
performed as well as the French control group (F 2.05; 1,46 clf, NS). This
test was composed of three parts--word discrimination (10 items), sentenoe
comprehension (10 items) and knowledge of appropriate word order (10 items).
It is interesting to note that the Experimental childrenos a group, performed
very well on the first part ( - 8.38); but relatively poorly on the second(i =
3.46) and third pt = 3.24) parts.

On the word discrimination subtesly three of the 60 distractors were
chosen by three or more of the 38 childra-. Thus, marine was chosen by 9
pupils; while the correct narine was chosen by 24; douche was chosen by 5 ,

while the correct bouche was chosen by 32; and poule was chosen by 3 while the
correct boule was chosen by 28. The pupils, in general, seemed-to have very
little difficulty with word discrimination per se.

Although they performed relatively poorly on the word-order subtest
where they had to indicate which of a string of words (e.g., sur Raoul rame le
lac) would likely be the last word in the correctly ordered sentence, it is inter-
esting that articles were selected for the last slot 011 only 2 of 494 possibilities;
prepositions, 4 of 152; auxiliaries, 3 of 114; and possessive pronouns, 5 of 38.
These data indicate that the pupils had developed a relatively accurate aware-
ness of the usual positional restrations--al least for these parts of speech.

The relatively poor performance by the group on the sentence comprehen-
sion subtest seems to be attilbutable to their still limited vocabulary (e.g., for
the sentence "La mere Cie Romeo a peW la palate mur," only 8 pupils chose
Romeo a pele la patate." For the sentence "I.e cheval rapide tire la caleche
de papa," only 5 pupils chose the correct answer "La caleche roule" while 19
chose "Le cheval tire Ia chaloupe.")

It should be remembered, however, that the Experimental pupils, as a
zroup, did perform as welkas the French-speaking control group.

The story was somePlat different on the various parts of the Metropolitan
Actuievement Test. On this test, the English controPgroup performed signifi-
canttly and consistently better than the Experimental group. This was not our-
priming, howeysle, since the Experimental pupils dijir1 received no specific tui-
tion whatsoever in English. Quite to the contravy,At was extremely surprising
that the Experimental pupils scored detween the 20th and 40th percentiles on the
suhttests of Word Knowledge, Word DiscrimlodiOn and Heading.

An inspection of the Experimental pupiTs performance on the various
ftenns of the MAT was not particularly revealing. For example, on Test 2--
lard discriminationthey responded correctly approximately sr; of the time
Mists 84% on the comparable French test. They appeared to have particular
difficulty with the following discriminations (the correct choice is underlined)
will-well; were-wore; shoe-show; must-most; down-done; there-three; dread-
bread.
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On the portion of test 3 which dealt with reading sentences, they per-
formed correctly on 34% of the items versus 35% on the comparable trench
section. ft seems likely that on this subtest they compensated somewhat for
their relatively poor English word discrimination ability by using their native-
speakers' intuition about English syntax. In fact, it seemed to testers at the
time that the pupils were actually "learning to read" while they were t
test.

In addition to examining the pupils' performance on the -various s
I also computed several Pearson product-moment correlations,. It is rest-
ing that the correlation between the group's performance on the French ai the
English word discrimination tests was significant (r = .48, N = 37, 2 = .00
Likewise, the correlations between their performance on the French and the
English sentence comprehension t = .41, N = 37, 2 = .012) and total reading
subtests (r = .42, N r- 37, 2 = .010) were both significant. Furthermore, the
correlations between a nonverbal measure of intelligence, Ravens Progressive
Matrices, and the French total reading (r ei .12, N = 36) and the English total
reading (r = .09, N 37) tests were both nonsignificant. These results suggest
that there was variability in reading ability among the Experimental pupils; and
that reading achidvement in French (a SL, 41 the only language of instruction
at this level) but not nonvegrbal /Q, was a goa predictor at reading achievement
in English--surely evidence for a positive transfer of skills across languages.

Performance in Grade Two. The Follow-up group consisted of 29 children
in grade two.2 During grade two, they received two 3§-minute periods of Eng-
lish Language Arts instruction each day. At the beenkw of grade two, the pu-
pils were formally "taught" to read in English by a language specialist. At the
end of the year, standardized English and French language tests were again
administered to these pupils and to equivalent groups of control youngsters.

On the Tent de Rendemept en Francais, the Experimental group, on the
average, performed as vela as the French control group (F = 1.72;1.30 df, NS).
The test at this level consisted of five parts: sentence completion (8 items),
identification of words belonging to specified parts of speech (8 itema), deter-
mination of grammatical gender (4 items), spelling (5 items), and identification
of verb tense (5- items).

On the sentence-completion subtest, the pupils responded correctly 32%
of the time; on the part-of-speech identification, 47%; on the gender determina-
tion, 49%; spelling, 425; and on identification 9f verb tense, 39%. The pattern-
ing of errors VIM not particularly instructive; rather the point of interest was
the comparable (and not particularly strong) performance by either the Experi-
mental pupils or French native speakers.

On the-Metropolitan Achievement Teat, the Experimental pupils performed
very differently than they had at the end of grade one. At grade two,-they per-
formed as well as the English Control group on the aubtests of word knowledge
(F ='0.00; 1,59 df, NS), word discrimination (F = 3.02; 1,58 df, NS) and reading
(F = 0.40; 1,55 Tit, NS) scoring respectively at the 85th, 80thand 75th percen-
tTles. Thus, the relative deficit that they had displayed in English reading skill
at the grade one level had completely disappeared by the end of grade two.

the
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Once again, an inspection of the Experimental pupils performmce on the
various items of the MAT was not particularly revealing. For example, they
responded correctly over 77% of the time on the word knowledge eMtett; and
znorelhan 93% of the time on the word discrimination subteat.

I again computed several Pearson product-moment correlations. Once
again, there was a significant, positive correlation ( = .60, N = 19, 2 = .007)between the pupils' French total reading and English total reading. Further-
more, the correlations between their initial Raven's Progressive Matrices
scores and their French total reading (r = .33, N = 23) as well as their English
total reading (r = .27 , N = 26) tests were both nonsignificant. There was also
a positive and sigaificant correlation between the pupils' performance on the
French reading tests al grades one and two (3: = .49, N = 24, E = .015) as well
as a marginally significant correlation between their performance on the English
reading tests al grades one and two (r = .37, N = 27, 2 = .055). The correlation
between French reading at grade 1 and EngLish reading at grade 2 was, however,
not significant (r = .30, N = 27).

kPerformance in Grade Seven. The Follow-up group consisted of 22
children by the end of grade 7. The amesunt of English instruction had been
gradually increased following grade 2 so that the program came to approximate
a balanced program of bilingual education with the students studying English
Language Arts, French Language Arts, some content subjects in English and
some content subjects in French. At the end of grade 7 the Metropolitan
Achievement Test, Advanced Form G, was adminiSpred to the pupils. In addi-tion, they and a group of French-speaking yountelirre were given a French
reading test designed by our research group. This test consisted of having
thp,m answer a series of questions based on a story selected from La Presets--

% a Montreal French language newspaper. In addition, the pupils were asked to
.complete one -French language application for a summer job and another for a
credit card.

c.The Experimental pupils performed aB well as the French youngsters on itthe job application (F. 1.07; 3,107 df; NS) and on the credit card application
(F= 1.48; 3,107 clf;NS) although they performed significantly less well than
tRe French youngtiers on the reading selection ff = 7.291 3,114 df, E= .0002).
We did not perform item analyses with these tests.

The Experimental pupils performed above grade level on all sections of
the Metrppolitan. Achievement Test. We did not test an.English control group
at this level, nor did we perform an itpm analysis on the MAT.

Once Blain, I computed several Pearson product-moment correlations.
At this level, there was a positiye and marginally significant relationship be-
tween the group's performance on the English reading and French reading I:etPresse) tests (r = .42, N = 21 , 2 = .059). Furthermore, tbe correlations be-
tween their initial Raven's Progressive Matrices scores and their French read-
ing .37, N = 21) as welt aa tbeir English reading = .32, N = 21) testa I
were again both nonsignificant.. There were, however, positive correlatione
between their English reading at grade 1 and grtkle 7 (r = .50, N = 22, 2=
.017) and between their English reading at grade 2 and grade 7 t = .90, N
18, E = .001). The corresponding correlations for their grade 1, grade 2 and
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grade 7 French reading tests ,isiere both nonsignificant (r - .17, N = 13; r =
.41, N - 19). It must be fetiembered, of course, that the grade 7 French
readiftg test was the only non-standardized instrument that we employed and
there may be reason to question its reliability and validity. Lastly, there was
a significant ebrrelation between their French reading scores at grade 2 (but
not at grade 1) and their English reading scores at grade 7-(r = .634, N = 14,

.015).

e Discussion

What generalizations, if any can we draw from the data which I have Just
presented? First, it seems clear that the bilingual education experience of this
'particular group of middle-class, English-speaking Montreilers has left no en-
during symptoms of confusion or retardation in their native language. That is,
for this groupof youngsters and many others who have subsequently enrolled in
similar programs in Montreal, we have found no evidence of any deficit which
might .canceivably be attributed to following a curriculum in which the second
language is used as the initial medium of instruction and in which initial read-
ing training occurs in this second language.

Wallace Lambert and I (1972) have hypothesized that these children who
switch languages for schooling at the early grade levels get caught up in a
process of comparing and contrasting two linguistic codes, one learned from
Infancy, and a new one that surrounds them from the eery first day of school.
We think the process may start as a type of translation game in which the
youngsters construct personalized glossaries to link new sounds and expres-
sions they hear with everyday things and events they have already labeled in
their home language. But as they begin translating and realizing that "bonjour,
mes enfants" probably is another way of saying "Good morning, boyswInd girls,"
they also learn that in other contexts "bon" and "Jour" pull apart and tithe on
the equivalent functions of "good" and "day." Then the comparison and contrast
of codes Marta to become more systematic as the children notice salient differ-..;

.ences in word order "mains sales"(which differs from "dirty hands"), of gender
("le tableau noir- and "la porte," which differ from "the tdackboard" and "the
door"), and the like. The comparison process apparentqf is encouraged as
much by simiiariti s as it Is by contrasts, for the children seem as delighted
with other-code eq ivalents for terms they already knew (e.g., silence in
French = silence i English) as they are with novel and unfamiliar contrasts
(sensible in Free., hrsenslble in English). It is our impression that comparing
languages 13 t ry interesting process for the children; and that this children's
version of contrastive linguistics helps them immeasurably to build vocabulary
and to comprehend complex linguistic functions.

Another recurring process experienced by the children was, we believe,
the early development of a linguistic "detective" capacity, that is, an attentive,
patient, inductive concern with wont-, meanings, and linguistic regularities.
Our inferences in this case were based on the children's better-than-expected
scores on tests of French word discrimination, listening comprehension, and-",';-
decoding. Their precociOus skill In linking spoken French words with
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appropriate written words (aa measured in the word discrimination test), and
their remarkable capacity to understand and react appropriately to French
speech suggests that this process, -like the preceding one, developed 8clontane7
ously and served as a source of interest and motivation.

A ihird process that we felt was operating 113 usually referred to as a
"transfer" of skills from one language to the other. We refer here to the
higher-order skills of reading and calculating, which were developed exclusive-. ly through the mediiim of French and yet seemed to be equally well and almost
simultaneously developed in English. In fact, we wonder whether in these
cases there actually was a transfer of any sort or *lather some more abstract
form of learning took place that was quite independa of the language of train-
ing. These developments took place so rapidly that we had little time to take
notice of them. It seemed to us that all of a sudden the children could read inEnglish and demonstrate their arithmetic achievement in that language. This
process, which occurs rapidly and essentially without deliberation, certainly fitamenable to further research.

Hoy well do the data which I have reported reflect the data or obsertittions
collected by other researchers ? Swain (In press), who has been associated
with the evaluation of a number of French-English bilingual progrims for Eng-
lish-speaking youngsters in Ontario, has concluded that a lack of exposure to
formal English study until the grade 2 or 3 or even 4 level does not in any way
adversely affect the gapanity of student's to maseer,Engllsh skills when they are
finally introduced. Cameron; Felder 1413ray .(1974); working in New Bruns-
wick, have reported a spontaneons trartsf4rt'Of4t-eaciiiie Skills to the children's
native languageiNEaglish, as a-result of IMMerslopinstructionAn French. Inthe United States,. Cohen (1974) reports a sirnitar; transfer, forAmilo students
enrolled in &Spanish-immersion program. . .

. Furthermore, Sjft44 has found In MD analysis of
- St. Thomas, -Ontario, ilist;Englith-speallIng children who follow te, program of4,-otaench

-

inmaars40 during Icindergesteri and grade 1 witgEnglishltingusge
Alefs introduced only at grade 2 perfOrin as well as, and in some casttbetterthan a comparable grou0-of youngstfrs who-receive 50`eof th4lr inst ion inr, ,FienClr and 50% in 'English froni kindergarten through grade 2. Swain apecu-.-',Iatettft9it it may be easter fokan Englfslichild tcs,learn to riead, in French i)e-
cause of the relativAr systematic sound-sAmbol odireapondence in that langwe.Fiurthermore. she argue&that once the "game." %.;reading has been !metered;
ft is easier to transfer the 'Skills leek to-one's nstiv'é 1anguag5 whose smt4pot- '
terns, vocabulary alid sintactic listserns are well established thim it wouldIs/ to transfer them to a relatively'hnfmnillar "new" language., -

Is it postdble 111.this tifee-to niake a det iiittive statement concerning the
9 4.... ; optimal iequenctnoflnguages and of initial reading irmi,Irdot!on forbilinguai

e on program"? I uggest Ott we cannot yet make "anY defipitive state- 4.nta tiaSeclson the e,qqIrJca1 dstfc'Oleced to date. AtoweVer, Nallace Lam-and( 51972: p. 218)-wOuld suggeht, on th#4thsis, of our expeileace a ganef-ldhigqv
IA any comm y'wliere tOele,lita settousWldespra'14deslre or need for

.*IdllnguaPOr mul lingdal clitzóri,;-Ntority fo early schooling stpidd be
4.

. 4
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given to-Ve language or languages least likely to be developed otherwise, that
is, the languages most likely to be neglected. When applied-to bilingual set-

- tings, this principle calls for tk establishment of two elementary school
' streams, one conducted in language A and one in language B, with two groups

of teachers who either air or who function as though ihey were monolinguals in
one of the languages. lilt is the more prestigious language, then native speak-
ers of A would start their schooling in 4anguage B, and after functional bilin-
gualism is attained, continue their schooling in both languages. Depending on
the sociocidtural setting, various options are open to the linguistic minority
group: 1) prekindergarten or very early schooling, with half-day instfuction
in language B and half-day in A; 2) schooling in language B only until itading
IIIXI writing skills are certified, then introducing instruction via A; or 3) a coin:-
pletely bilingual prOgram based on two monolingually organized educational
structures which allow children to move back and forth from one language of
instruction to the other. Rather than teaching language A and B as languages,
emphasis would be shifted from a linguistic focus to one where languages are
thought of primarily as vehicres l'or developing competence in academic subject
matters, including various forms of creative work.

In conclusion, let me state that we do not wish to lend support to those
programs which view bilingual education as transitory bridges to monolingual
English instruction; rather we are totally committed to the development of
native-like proficiency in both languages with the concomitant development of a
sensitivity to the values, attitudes and traditions of both ethnolinguistic groups.
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W. E. Lambert and G. R. Tucker.

-Note that although the number of students participating in the Follow-up
Experimental group drops -from year to year, the claises at each grade level
were still regulation size. The varying N reflects the fact that we have in-
cluded in our yearly testing only those children who have participated in the
program from its inception.
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